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ABSTRACT

There have been many claíms that the computer, and

specially designed computer software, are effect.ive

means to teach chil-dren and adolescents problem solving

skiIIs. This bel-íef that computers are ídeally suited

to the development of probJ-em solvingr skil-Is is

commonly heÌd by educators and software developers.

However, a review of the l-iterature indicates that very

Iittle research has been conducted in this area. This

thesis is an attempt to provide some exploratory

research in this domai-n.

The l-iterature on problem solving and the use of

computers to teach problem solving was reviewed.

Factors such as school- achievement, gender, familiarity

wÍth computers, memory, and individual vs. group work

at a computer were examined as they rel-ate to t.he

present study.

In this study the effectiveness of sel-ected

commercial-ly avail-abl-e probl-em solving sofLware hras

investigated to determine whether it Ís effective in

teaching visual and verbal problem solving skills to

adol-escents in a natural classroom setting.

The subjects in this study comprised of 66 students

(28 females and 38 mal-es) enrolled in 3 grade 7 classes

in a large midwestern city of Canada. The subjects

av



were tested in a preLest-posttest quasi-experimental-

design on their visual- and verbaf problem skills using

the Raven's Progressive Matrices test and the Test of

Cognitive Skills.

The results indicated limited support for the

relative effectiveness of the problem solving

software's ability to develop verbaJ- probJ-em soJ-ving

skiJ_Is, and no support for the software's effectiveness

to develop visual problem solving skil-Is. The

implications of utiJ-izing computers to teach problem

solving skitls, and the need for future research, are

discussed.
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Problem Solving Software

CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The educational system has experienced, in recent

times, âfl íncreased emphasis on improvingi students'

ability to solve problems (Eiser, 1986; Krul-ik & Reys,

1980; Moursund, 1986; Winner I I9B2) . Both in Canada

and the U. S. the development of problem solving skills

has become one of the major focuses for educators

(Alberta Education, 1983; National Council- of Teachers

of Mathematics, 1980) . "Probl-em solving skil-l-s" are

presumed to provide children and adolescents the

ability to be successful educationalJ-y and survive in

our rapidJ-y changing worl-d. The amount and complexity

of information produced has increased drasticaÌJ,y with

time. Twenty years ago it was estimated that there

were 60,000,000 pages of scientific and technical-

material- produced per year (Tof fler | 1'970) . Even if we

assume that the rate of material generated per year

remained the same over the past twenty years, there

wouLd be an additional- 1-.2 bif lion new pages produced

since 1,910 ! It is obviously past the point now where

one can accommodate all the knowledge that is avail-able

in any one subject area. With this rapidly increasing

knowledge base children are not only required retrieve

the necessary information, but also develop the skiIIs
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to manipulate, analyze, adapt to new situations, and

use this information to solve all of l-ife's daily

problems (Frederiksen, 1984). It is not sufficient to

teach knowledge in the 20th century. The greatest

chal-Ienge to educators is to teach the applj-cation of

acquired knowledge (CharIes & Lester, L982) . The

application of knowledge requires students to go beyond

the information given and be able to see the

similarities and differences between any given

situation, or problem, and to use their knowledge,

skills and abilities ín a new way. According to

Sternberg (1980)/ the applicat.Íon of this acquired

knowJ-edge requires the utilizat-ion of higher order t oL

"executive processesrt which are used to pJ-an, monitor

and evaluate one's performance on a problem. The

ability to transfer, modífy and adapt knowJ-edge from

one situation to another is at the core of problem

soJ-ving (Travers , 1-982) .

How have school-s tradítionally taught. problem

solving skiIIs? The sciences and mathematics have

traditional-ly been the primary domain in which problem

solving has been taught in the schools. Bork (1980)

indicated that I'The ability t.o increase the student's

problem solving skil-l-s is the major hidden agenda in

science teaching...'t (p. 56). This hidden agenda also

applíes to the teaching of mathematics. In these
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instructional situations, problem solving is one of the

abílities we "hope students will retain from our

courses long after they have forgotten particular

statements" (Bork, 1980, P. 56).

According to Rowe (1985) ' the opportunity for

students to see the processes of problem solving are

rarely given. Rather, al-t t.hat the students see is the

finat product or "right" answer which is given ín the

text or displayed on the blackboard. Consequent j-y, it

is guestionab.le whether this "hidden" curriculum ís

taught wef l-r or taught at a.Ll, in schools. In fact,

assessments of U.S. students in the l-91'7-]-91 B school

year appear to confirm this assertion. It was found

that st.udents in alt age groups had good basic

computational skíJ-Is, but that their probì-em solving

skill-s were quite l-ow (Charles & Lestert I9B2) .

More recenL assessments of problem solving skiIIs

in Canada indicate that there has been some

improvement, at least for elementary aged students.

The Al-berta Department of Education conducted

provincial wide achievement testing in aIÌ Al-berta

Èchools in l-98? (Afberta Education, 1"987). Grade six

students were tested for their problem solving

strategies and skills and al-most 252 of the schools

were found t.o be beLow the provincial average.
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There have been very few attempts to introduce the

teaching of problem soJ-ving skiIls as a separate part

of the curricul-um. These traditíonal- methods of

teaching probJ-em soJ-ving usually include some kind of

instruction in probJ-em sol-ving strategies and then some

form of practíce. The practice exercises usuaIJ-y

involve some form of pencil and paper activitíes. Part

of the reluctance to introduce these types of

programmes into the curricul-um is due to teacher and

ad.ministrative attitudes (Tisone & Wismar, 1985). Many

teachers do not feel- that the classroom provides the

proper environment for encouraging problem solving

(Torrance, 1981) . What f ew problem so.Lving programmes

which have been Íntroduced ínto school curricul-ums

(egs., Higher Order Thinking SkiIIs, Pogrow, 1987; The

Productive Thinking Program, Covington, Crutchfield,

Davies, & Olten, 1'974; The Purdue Creative Thinking

Program, Feldhusen, Treffinger, & Bahlke, L970; etc.)

have not been adequately tested empirically for their

effectiveness (Perkins, 1985i Polson & Jeffries, 1985) .

The educational system has been criticized for

making very few attempts to teach problem soJ-ving as a

part of the curricufum (Charl-es & Lester, 1982;

LaCounte, 3,987) , Most schools place emphasis on the

acquisition of facts rather than on learnÍng to apply

these facts (Broudy, 1'977) . Many educators and
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entrepreneurs have att.empted to respond to this

criticism through the deveJ-opment of problem soJ-ving

software. Based on some assumptions by educators,

computers, and problem solving software, have become

the perceived "answer" to these criticisms.

The bel-ief that computers are ídeally suíted to the

development of problem solving skiIls in school

children is commonly held by educators. Some common

assumptions made are that: the interaction between

students and computers will- "stimul-ate thinking and

sel-f -ref lection",' computers "can heJ-p operators to

generate ideas and extend thinking"; and they provide

"potential to teach people about their own minds"

(Matsumolo, 1985, p. 249) . Such belief s are so wel-l-

established that there are now over 150 commerciaJ-ly

deveJ-oped software programmes which specifically

purport to teach "probJ-em soJ-ving skil-l-s" ( (Carey,

1983; Computer Courseware, 1985; Generaf Problem

SoJ-ving, 1-984; Mat.sumoto, 1-985; and Microsearch (tm) ,

L988) ) .

The declared purpose of this software is to teach

problem solving skills to children and adolescents

directly (as opposed to learning problem solving skills

via learning to progranme a computer). The publj-shers

of some of these software packages make strong unproven

claims regarding their effectiveness. For example, one
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pubJ-isher claims that their software can act as a "mind

catal-yst" which can "scientífically unleash the

enormous unused power of your mind" (Pearlman, 1986) .

Such claims provide strong incentives for consumers

to buy the necessary computer hardware and software.

Large amounts of money and time are currently being

spent on a "belief " which remains Ìarqely unproven. It

is not cÌear whether this software is more effective

than traditionat methods of teaching problem solving.

Furthermore, the experimentaf and theoretical bases of

these beÌiefs and assumptions are not clear.

The purpose of this paper is to test empírical-Iy

whet.her problem solving software is more effective than

traditional methods of improving problem solving

skiIIs. Providing that probJ-em soJ-ving software is

found to be effective, this paper will also expJ-ore

factors (nature of the problem, nature of the problem

sofver, the environment in which the problem solving

takes place, and the methods problem solvers use in

attempting to solve the problem) which may influence

the teaching of probJ-em sol-ving skills usíng this

software.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Defining Problem Solving

One of the earliest discourses on probJ-em solving

r^¡as written by Pappus, a Greek mathematícian who

probably lived about 300 A. D. (HiII , Lg-l9) . Over the

past sixteen centuries, few authors have agreed on the

definitions, steps, processes, or characteristics, of

the probl-em sol-ving process.

One of the reasons for the lack of aqreement on the

definition, processes and characteristics of "probJ-em

solving" is because it is a broad and indefinite

concept whích refers to complex coqnitive processes

instead of behaviours which can be observed and

measured as single units (Rowe, 1985) . This l-ack of a

generally acceptable definition, and the wide scope of

the term "problem solving" has l-ed Ernst and NeweII

(1969) to note that "Behind this vagueness...lies the

absence of a science of problem solving that woul-d

support the definition of a technical- term" (p. 1) .

The implication of Ernst and Newell's statement is that

if we had an acceptable "science", or modef of problem

solvíng, it would be possible to provide an acceptable

definition, processes, and characteristics.
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Over the last 100 years several- modefs of problem

soJ-ving have been developed. However, t.he development.

of these models has not reduced the difficulty in

arriving at a commonly acceptabÌe definition, or the

processes and characteristics of problem solving. The

reason for this is that most definitions of "problem

solving" depend upon the model from which one tries to

understand problem solving. Each of these models

attempts to describe the components and processes of

problem solving according to a set of "beliefs" about

human behaviour.

Despite the difficulties in attempting to provide a

consistent def init ion of "problem soJ-ving" it is

generally believed by most researchers that the term

Ioosely describes the behaviours applied by a motivated

subject, attempting to solve a problem, usually in an

unfamil-iar context, after an inítiai- l-ack of success

(Johnson, I9'72) .

The definition of "problem solving* used for this

study will be based on the "information processing"

model of problem solving. In this approach the

solution to a problem is considered to be a function of

the characteristics of the problem; the characteristics

of the problem solver; the effects of the environment;

and the processes or operat.ions used in solving the

problem.
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In order to study "problem solving" it is necessary

to examine the four major modefs and the contributions

these models have made to our present understanding of

problem solving. The present study will- use some of

the concepts from these models.

Problem SoJ-ving Models

fn the last. century t.here have been four basic

conceptual models, or frameworks, which have influenced

the current thinking and research about probJ-em

solving. Each of these frameworks has made

contributions to our attempts to define, understand,

and teach problem solving. These conceptual models

are: (a) Gestal-t; (b) behaviouríst t (c) psychometríc;

and (d) information processing.

Each of these conceptuaÌ frameworks has defined

probJ-em solving according to its understanding of the

processes and behaviours involved. This review will

briefly describe four models of probJ-em soJ-ving. The

focus will be on tr^ro frameworks, the psychometric and

information processing, which have made the greatest

contributions to the educalors' view of probJ-em

solving, i.e., the factors influencing problem soJ-ving

abilities and efforts to teachr or enhance problem

solving abilities. Examples of historical summaries of
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problem sol-ving may be found in HiII'

1983; Rowe, 1985).

Gestalt Model

ClassicalGesta]tpsychologyisgenerallyregarded

as one of the earliest frameworks from which problem

solving was studied. The Gestalt psychologists (e'g''

Koffka, Kohler, SeIz, Wertheimer' etc') generally

proposed that aII organisms have an innate tendency to

organizeinformationfromtheirenvironmenLaccording

to two principJ-es: (a) fígure/ground' i'e'' the

perception of objects or events as either being in the

,,f igure", in which it stands out c1earJ-y, ot being in

the ,,background", which is ind.istinct and less clear;

and (b) the 1aw of forms, i'e'' well formed and

organized. These two principles essentially consider

the process of problem solving as a search to relate

one aspect of a problem situation to another

(figure/ground principle) which results in a struclural

understanding (law of forms)n i'e'' the ability to

understand how aII the parts fit together to achieve

the globa1 solution to the problem' This framework has

emphasized the structure of the problem and the

rearranging of the problem elements to achieve a good

gestalt.

10
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The GestaIt. model contributed severa-l- important

ideas to the study of problem solvíng. It viewed

problem solving as a process which could be broken down

into stagies. Initially, these stages were developed by

introspection based on attempts to understand the

characteristics of the problem and the thinking

processes used to solve it. Attempts to refine these

stages developed as a result of using the I'verbal data"

or "thinkingr aloud" methods. These strategies were

descriptions of how subjects solved problems.

The Gestalt model produced the first attempts to

investigat.e the problem solving processes in terms of

whof e and part-whoIe ref ationships ' Essent.ialJ-y the

Gestal-t psychologists viewed problem solving as a

process in which the whole was greater than the sum of

the parts. They believed that people are presented

with information which ís organized ínto a coherent

'rwhoIe", or "gestaIt", by processes which operate

within the individual. Concepts such as "insight",
ttunderstanding" and "discoveryt' were used as ways of

explaining why these internal processes made the whol-e

greater than the sum of the parts. In other words,

problem solving is achieved by seeing beyond the

indívidual properties of objects and seeing the

relationships between them.

11
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The major criticism of the Gestalt model is that

t.he theory is too vague to be tested experimentai-Iy.

The measurement of the processes of probJ-em solving are

based on introspection and, as such, are not very

rel-iable . Terms such as " insight ", rtunderstanding" and

"discovery" are poorly defined and very difficult to

measure empiricallY.

Behaviourist Model

The behaviourist model represented an attempt to

understand problem solving within the framework of

Iearning t or St imul-us-Response (S-R) theory ' This

model attempted to describe and expJ-ain the

determinants of the subjects' behaviour when solving a

probJ-em. In this view, the characteristics of the task

form a set of stimuli to which associations of varying

strength form. The responses (solutions) which are

reinforced most often develop the strongest association

with the problem stimuli and conseguently, are the ones

most likely to be eIícited (Iaw of effect) . Through

these stimulus-response associations a hierarchy of

sofution responses is developed by the problem solvers

which they apply in a trial- and error fashíon moving

from the strongest to weakest assocíation (Davis,

1973) . Through chaining (Skinner, 1'966) these s-R

associations become stimuli which elicit other S-R
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associations, which, in turn, can elicit other S-R

associations, etc., to become complex problem soJ-ving

operations .

The major criticism of the behaviourist approach is

that it reduces the problem solving processes to very

simple trial and error behaviours. The assumption is

made that aII complex cognitive processes follow the

same l-aws of conditioning as do simple examples of

conditioning. The behaviourist's proof of these

processes is based on research using simple tasks, many

of which were felt to be irrelevant (Rowe, 1985) . This

reduction of complex problem solving processes into

smal-I components of conditioned responses has resulted

in weII defined l-aws of S-R relationships, but has

fail-ed to provide a comprehensive model and complete

descriptions of problem soJ-ving activities. There

appears to be more to probJ-em solving than the t.rial-

and error appJ-ication of past habits (Mayer, 1983) .

Psychometric ModeI

The psychometric model of understanding probl-em

solving developed out of the early attempts to

determine the differences in abilities of groups of

people. The most significant contributions in this area

were made by people such as Burt, CattelL, Guilford,

Spearman, Thomson, and Thurstone.

13
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The psychometric model has described probJ_em

soJ-ving as a component of inter-rigence. Both probrem

solving and interrígence have been considered to be

separate, but intersecting branches of cognition with
intel-ligence encompassing a grreat dear more than
problem solving (Rowe, 1985) . The ability to solve
problems has been one of t.he críteria for the
assessment of intelligence (WechsIer, 1958) .

The emphasis of the psychometric model is the
measurement of relatively stabl_e traits and the
description of cognitive abilities /traits (e.g.,
visual--spatial, verbal, etc. ) which inf .l-uence one, s

performance on test.s, but not necessarily on the
processes used to arrive at the answer for the test
items. This mode] of probJ-em so]ving tends to f ocus on

the products of behaviour, rather than on the processes
underJ-ying them.

The psychometric model of probrem sorving attempts
to measure, by the use of tests, the various abir_ities
and the extent to which individuars use them whil-e

sorving problems. The aim of this moder is predictive,
and it generally tries to improve our ability to
identify the factors which explain, and predict,
successful probrem soJ-ving. Research in thís area has

tended to link probl_em solving ability with
intelligence. This approach has primariry attempted to
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examíne the relationship of unÍdimensional

varíables,/characteristics related to probJ-em soJ-ving

(eg. ag€, gender, strategies, etc.) with performance on

intelligence tests. Where a strong relatíonship

exists, the assumption is that these characteristics in

some way influence, or predetermine, the subject's

problem solving performance. Factor analytic

techniques have been applied t.o int.elligrence test

resuÌts to determine the different components of the

problem solving behaviours. These analyses sought to

determine the relative importance of each of these

components (e.9., Guilford, 1956) .

There are major criticisms of the psychometric

approach. The first is that even if this model- has

succeeded in measuring the some of the characteristics

related to probJ-em solving and intelligence, it does

not necessaríly explain what these characteristics are.

rt is possible to have a measure of a persons "visual-"

or "verbal" problem solving ability, but not

necessarily have an understandíng of what rrvisua.l-" or

"verbaI" problem solving is, or know what processes

constitute these abil-ities. The second criticism is

that the definitions and explanations generated from

the test scores are onl-y as valid (i.e., determined to

actually exist) as the tests from which they were

obtained. If there is any question as to the validity

15
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of the test itself, the conclusions from the test
scores are also going to be questionabl_e.

The psychometric model and educationaÌ systems have

emphasized convergent thinking, which focuses on the
products, outcomes, or the success/fail-ure aspects of
the students activity and their convergence with a

predetermined "rig-ht " answer. SchooJ_ success, or

fail-ure, is usually measured by whether or not the

answer is "correct" on a test of knowl-edge. However,

when considering problem soJ-ving, it is also necessary

to l-ook at the processes by which subjects arrive at

one of many possibJ-e solutions. Focusing only on the
rrcorrectness" of the problem solving task has tended to

bl-ock consideration of the characterist.ics of the task

and individual differences in the processes which may

have contributed to the outcome (Rowe, 1985) .

According to Travers (]-982) rrThe combination of

abilities, important for solving one problem, may be

very different from the combination needed for solving

another problem, and there are no suitable brays of

measuring the extent to which a problem calls for one

or another of the various abilities" (p. 311) . If this
is the case, then the psychometric measures will only

tell us if there has been a change in abilities being

measured, but not necessarily the reason(s) for a

change. If we wish to improve a studentrs ability to

L6
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solve problemsr w€ must look at the processes by which

peopJ-e solve probJ-ems.

Information Processingi Model

The area of research which has contributed the most

to our present understanding of the processes of

problem solvinq has been the information processing

framework. In broad terms "the information processing

approach is conceptualized as a study of how sensory

input is transformed, reduced, elaborated, stored,

retrieved and used. 't (Swanson, I9B'7 , p. 3) .

In the information processing approach to problem

solving,, the emphasis is upon the characteristics of

t.he task (problem); the characteristics of the problem

solver; the cognitive processes used in problem

solving; and the envíronment in which the problem

soì-ving takes pIace.

Determining the characteristics of the task

invol-ves defining the problem, as well as the nature of

the task. Generally, the definition of "problemrr is

any situation in which an appropriate response is not

readily available (Davis, 1,973; Dewey, 1933; Rowe,

1985) . The nature of the task involves studying what

demands the task places upon the solver. Research on

problem solving processes from the information

processing perspective has focused primariJ-y on well

r-l
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defined tasks ín which little domain specific knowledge

is required, such as puzzles and mazes, (Atwood &

PoIson, I916; Maier, I93I; NewelI & Simon, Ig'72) or, in
which the knowledge is very well- defined, such as in
chess or physics (Chase & Simon, 1973; Chi, FeJ_tovitch,

& Gfaser, l-99i-; Simon & Simon, 1978). These types of
problems allow for the undertying processes to be

studied more directJ-y since the task characteristics,

which can influence the solver, s behaviour and the

strategies they employ in solving the Lask, are

relativeJ-y wel-l- defined (Chi & Glaser, 1984).

The problem sol-ver's characteristics are the

skills, abilities/ personality variabl_es and. l_evel of

acquired knowJ-edge which may have an effect upon the

processes the soÌver uses to approach the task. The

problem sofver cannot be considered a neutral agent,

s/he brings to the situation many factors, such as

motivati-on, intel-Iigence, memory, experience, knowledge

relevant to the problem (domain specific knowJ-edge),

grender, etc., which may affect the sol-ution of the

problem (Rowe, 1985) . Much research in thÍs area has

focused on the nature and organization of the knowtedge

available to the sol-ver (Anderson, 1983; Rumelhart &

Ortony, 1977; and Schank & Abelson, L977) | and their

ability to recall and utitize this knowledge, i.e.,

their memory abilitles (Bransford & Johnson, L972;

1B
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Ericsson, Chase, & Faloon, 1980; and Fl_avel_Ì & Wetlman,

L911 ) .

Much of the research on probì_em solving,
from the information processing perspective, has

focused on the methods used by people attempting t.o

solve a well defined task. The problem solving
activities, or cognitive processes, are seen as a flow
of information which occurs in steps ¡ or stages.
Starting from an "initial_ state", i.e., the solver's
understanding of what the problem is, the probJ_em

solver Ís expected t.o move to the "goal state", i.e.,
the solution of the problem (Chí & Glaser I IgB4) .

Movement. is along one of many possible',sol_ution

paths", or possible methods of attacking the probtem.

Movement along the solution path may be random, i.e.,
on a tríal and error basis, or exhaustive, i.e., all
possible sol-ution paths are searched, to see if they
reach the goal_ state. Deciding upon which path to
search depends on "operations" í.e. heuristics and

algoríthms, within the rules of allowable operations,
or ff constraints r' (Chi 5. Glaser | 1_984) . These

operations can involve strategies such as: comparing

the initial state to the goat state (r'means/ends

anarysis"); dividing the problem into several smaller
goals ("subgoa1ing") ; working backwards; generating
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some possible sol-utions and testing them ("generate and

tesL"); etc. (Chi & Gl-asert I9B4).

The problem environment comprises all the physj-caJ-,

physiological- and situational factors which may

directJ-y, or indirectly, infl-uence the outcome of t.he

process as a whole. For example, the physical

environment coul-d provide cues or memory associations

which might be used by the probJ-em sol-ver to assist in
achieving the goal state (Rowe, 1985) or working

individualJ-y as opposed to j-n a group.

Rowe (1985, p. 150) represented this system as a

mathematical formul-a in order to help conceptualize the

processes invol-ved as

P(r) =f(T+S+E+X)

where the Product of the Task (P (f) ) is a function of
the Task characteristics (T); plus the characterístics
of the Subject (S); plus the Environment (E); plus the

processes/operations (X) used in an attempt to sol_ve

the problem. One difficulty with this
conceptualization of the cognitive processes invol_ved

in problem solving is that the task, subject,

environment, and operations are assigned equal weÍght

and are additive in this formula. Research to date in
this area has not determined the relatÍve weights of
each of these components, or whether they are additive

20
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Despite this criticism this formula provides a

beginning point, or basic framework, from which the

problem solving processes can be examined.

Compulers, and the way in which computers operate,

have been used as a modef to study problem solvÍng from

the information processing perspectíve. Essentially

the problem sol-ver and the environment are seen as

"informatíon sources"r' performance is considered to be

"information processing"; memory is described as

"inf ormation sLoraglerr,' and the senses are

"communication channefs" (Rowe, 1985) .

The work of Newel-I and Simon (1972) was a major

breakthrough in the study of problem solving from this

perspective. What Newefl and Simon (1'972) attempted

was to simulate human thinking by programming a

computer to use operations which human subjects used to

sol-ve logical- and deduction problems. The logic of

their approach is simpJ-e: if a computer programme can

produce the same problem solving processes as a human,

then these operations can be interpreted as a

representation of the human thought processes (Mayer,

1983) .

There are many examples of attempts to simulate

human problem solving with computers: solving logicaJ-

and deductive problems (Newe11 & Simon, L972\; solving

algebra story problems (Bobrow, 1968); solving analogy
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problems (Evans, 1968; Reitman, L965) ; solving geometry

probJ-ems (Gef ernter, 1960; Greeno, 79'78) ; general

problem solver (Ernst & NeweII, 1969); etc. (for a

review of these and other examples of computer

simulations of probì-em solving please see Simont 79J91

or Mayer, 1983).

The computer simulation of probJ-em solving is an

attempt to study information processing theory in a

precise and scientif icaJ-J-y testable manner. However,

this approach makes an assumption which could be

fÌawed. Despite the fact that the computer may

simuÌate human probJ-em solving processes, this does not

mean that it. simuÌates the underlying cognitive

processes (Mayer, 1983) . For exampfe, computers

"think" linearJ-y and IogicalJ-y, i. e., f rom point rrAtt to
rrBrr, whereas the human brain doesn't necessarily move

in a linearr or logical direction when solving a

problem (Fincher, 1984) . Additionally, these simul,ation

progframmes do not take into account an important

component of the problem solving process, that of

domain specif ic knowledge (Chi & Gl-aser, 1-984) .

Some of the more recent advances in artificial
intelligence (AI) and expert systems have attempted to

deal with the issue of domain specific knowledge.

These expert systems combine domain specific knowledge,

the heuristics and algorÍthms from experts in that
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particular domain, with sophisticated statistical
techniques to solve real_ worl_d probJ_ems (Barr &

Feigenbaum, I9B2) . Two examples of these types of
programmes are MyCIN (ShortIíffe, I9'16) , a medical

diagnosis system, and SOpHIE (Brown, Rubenstein, &

Burton, L916) t an el_ect.ronics problem solving tutor.
Current approaches ín the field of AI and expert

systems are being developed as ',real worl_d" aids to
decision making, rather than as mod.el-s of human problem

soJ-ving. However, they have potential to heJ_p us to
rearn about human cognition regardress of the reason

for their creation.

Recent Developments

Each of the models described above has made

contributions to our conceptuar and empirical knowredge

of probJ-em so]-ving. The psychometric and behavioural_

approaches tend to stress the productsr or results of
performance. The gestaJ-t and information processing

approaches emphasize the processes which take place

when an individuat attempts to sol-ve a probJ-em. rf one

wishes to examine the underJ-ying cognitive processes

used by someone attempting to solve a probrem in some

measurable way none of the four models alone will_

suffice.

23
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Recently there has been an attempt to combine

components of t.he psychometric framework with that of

the information processing for the study of

intelÌigence and problem solving. It has been this

combined approach to intelJ-igence that has led to some

of the recent developments in problem solving research

(Rowe, 1985) . Much of the research in thís area in the

l-ast decade has been characterized by what Pellegrino

and Gl-aser (791 9 ) have cal- Ied the " cognit ive

correlates" approach and the "cognítive components"

approach. Both of these approaches combine el-ements

from information processing tasks with scores obtained

from psychometric testing of general or specific

abil-ities.

The cognitive correlaLes approach examines basic

cognitíve processes which discríminate between hÍgh and

low scorers on tests of specific abilities (see Chiang

& Atkinson, 1,916; Hunt, 1"978; Jensen & Munro, 7979; and

Keat.ing, Keniston, Manis, & Bobbitt, 1980, for

examples) . The basic approach in these studies is to

correlate the performance on simple cognitive tasks

with the scores from psychometric tests. Sternberg

(1981, p. 2) criticized this approach as havingrrno

guarantee that there is any relationship at al-l between

components of his or her very simple tasks and

performance on complex tasks'r.
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The cognitíve components approach invol-ves the

investigation of complex information processing tasks.

Traditional aptitude test items are analyzed to

identify their underl-ying cognitive components (see

Egan , I919; PeIJ-egrino & Glasser, 1980; Snow, 1980,' and

Sternberg, 1917, l-980, for examples) . Sternberg (1981,

p. 2) indicated that the "investigator's primary goal

is to show a sensible and interesting pattern of

refationships between components of complex tasks and

performance on compJ-ex tests". If the researcher's

methods of collecting and analyzing theír data is

correct, there shoufd be a rel-ationship between the

compJ-ex tasks and Lests, since the tasks and the tests

are essentially the same or drawn from the same task

universe ( Sternberg, 1- 9 81- ) .

V'lithin this combined framework, an attempt to

examine the effectiveness of problem solving software

requires a psychometric measure of probJ-em solving in

combination with the examination of the processes

invol-ved when a student, attempts to sol-ve a problem.

Factors Affecting Problem Solving

The information processing model suggests that the

outcome of problem solving activity is a function of

the subject, the environment, the processes, and the
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task (Rowe, 1985) . In other words if we wish to

understand the success (or failure) of students problem

solving activit.ies, and assíst ín improvíng these

skiIJ-s, each of these components should be examined.

Characteristics of the Probfem Solver

Much of the research from the perspective of the

psychometric model of problem solving has attempted to

f ind correl-ates to problem solving abil-ities. Some of

the characteristics of the problem solver which appear

to be related to a person's ability to sol-ve problems

are: school achievementi memory; familiarity with

computers,' and gender. Each of these factors will- be

discussed bel-ow.

School achievement is particularly relevant to the

questions under study. Genera] schooÌ achievement

level has been found to be related to probJ-em solving

ability (DaIton, l-986,' Linn, L985; and Rowe, I985) .

Successful- school achievement relies not only on

reasonÍng skill-s but also on the acquisition of

relevant knowledge. School achievement is one of the

traditional methods by which knowledge acguisition is

measured in the educatíonal system.

Memory is another ímportant aspect of problem

solving, and which is also involved in school-

achievement. An important prerequj-site for problem
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solving is the ability to recal-I the appropriate

knowledge when needed (Bransford & Johnson, I912; and

Fl-aveIf & WeIlman, 791'7). Consequently, memory skiIIs

may affect the outcome of attempts to teach problem

solving skilIs

Famí l- i ar ít with computers has been suggested as a

variable which can affect problem solving ability.

Children who have had exposure to computers have better

problem soJ-ving skills than children who do not

(Kurshan & WilIiams, 1985; Linn, 1985; and Mandinach &

Fisher, 1985) . Research by Greenfield & Lauber (cited

in GreenfíeJ-d, I9B1) on the effects of playing computer

games on "scientific-technical thinking" indicated

there was a significant difference ín the development

of "scientific-technical thinking" skil-l-s for novice

players after playing a videogame, but not for

experienced players. Gagnon (L985) found similar

results with col-Iege students. She found that after

playing video games for 5 hours there was an j-ncrease

in visual-spatial skiIls for novice and female players,

but not for experienced and male players. Based on

these resufts the use of problem solving software may

be expected to create a greater change in the level of

problem solving abiJ-it.y for novice/female users (i.

low familiarity) than for experienced/mal-e users (i

high familíarity) . It is not clear whether these

21
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fíndingsimplyarealdifferenceforfemaleVs.male

subjects, as almost aIÌ the novice users were female

and the expert users were male '

Gender has been found to be refated to mathematical

problem solving ability, with males generally measuring

as better problem solvers than females (Cox' 1-980;

Kurshan & Williams, 1'984; and Linn' 1985) ' The

findings of this research, that males are better

problemsolversthanfemales,haSbeencontroversial'

It has been suggrested that the gender difference found

may be related to differences in visual-spatial skills

and sex "role" socialization rather than to sex

',gender" per se (Deaux, 1985; and Fennema & Tarte,

1985) . As suggested by a closer examínation of the

Gagnon(1985)data(seeabove),thesegendereffects

maybeaSaresultoftheoperationofdifferent

factors other than gender i ' e' , novice versus

experienced users.

Research has Índicated t.hat school achievemenL,

memory, familiarity with computers, and gender may be

factors which may infLuence a person's ability to solve

problems.

Environmental Factors

2B

GrouP work at a

superior method of

computer has been

learning comPared

found to be a

to individual work
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(Berkowitz & Szabo, L919; Cox, 1980,' FIetcher, 1985;

Hawkíns, HomoJ-sky, & Heide, I9B4; Trowbridge, L9B1; and

üJebb | L984) . Hawkins et aÌ. (1984) found that children

working together at a computer coll-aborated more than

whiÌe working on any other task. Trowbridge (1987)

studied individual and group interaction at a computer.

He found that students working in pairs made fewer

incorrect responses and made higher qualíty responses

than individuals, triads t ot quads, and whether working

individuall-y, or in groups, there was very IittIe

off-task behaviour.

Research on individual versus group instruction in

non-computer environments has shown mixed results

(Trowbridge, 1-987) . The results of the studies of

non-computer learning indicated very littl-e dífference

in the learning of low level- information, whether

working individually or ín a group. However, in

learning higher level concepts the groups did better

than individuals (Johnson & Johnson, 1-9"74,' Sharan,

1980; Sharan, Ackerman, & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1980;

Slavin, 1980; Vùebb, 1977).

Lf group work at a computer is a superior method of

learning, and group work improves t.he learning of

higher level concepts, then it would appear that

students can maxímize the learning of problem solving

29
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skil-Is by working in groups with instructional-

software.

Problem Sol-vinq Processes

The deveJ-opment of general strategies or

"heuristics" of problem solving date back at l-east to

Hefmholtz's (1894) proposed stages. Since that time

there have been many different attempts to describe

these strategies, the content of which has been based

on the different conceptual frameworks used by the

respective authors (for reviews see: Chipman & Seglal,

1985; Cox, 1980; and Rowe' 1985). Hayes (1985)

suqqested that if we combined alf of these strategies,

from each author or approach, there would be as many as

a thousand pl-ausible strategies. One of the more

significant recent attempt.s to study problem solving

processes \^Ias done by Rowe (l-985) .

Rowe (1985) examined the rel-evant Iiterature and

developed a list of 70 strategies which seemed to

contain the essence of the multitude of problem sol-ving

strategies avaitabl-e. She then attempted to examine,

by a thinking al-oud protocoJ- analysis, which of these

were used by 10 adult subjects of superior intel-ligence

on g problem solving tasks. This analysis reduced the

number of strategies to 50 which h/ere actually used by

her sample, Subsequently, she examined the 50

30
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strategries for redundancies and grouped them Iogically.

She then subjected them to a second protocol analysis

which indicated that of these 50 strategies, 1B were

found to have been used with sufficient frequency and

cl-assifíed correctly, by different raters' to be

retained ín her taxonomy (see appendíx A)

Rowe has acknowledged some of the difficul-ties with

the development of this taxonomy and indicated that

this is one of many taxonomies which could be developed

depending upon the perspective of her observations and

her method of data colfection. Rowe/s study also has

other l-imitations.

The sample Rowe used for her investigations was

made up of grade l-1 and 1-2 students, students in a

teachers college, and psychoJ-ogy students in an

american university who signed up to be a part of a

study on problem soJ-ving. The ages of t.he subjects

ranged from 16 to 23 years, with a mean age of 1-B

years, 5 months and consisted of 39 males and 50

females (N = 89) . This sample is not random and is

comprised of a f airly narrol^t age range. These

difficul-ties wil-I Iimit the generalizabt-Iity of her

results .

The study also did not take into consideration some

variables which could have affected the subjects

problem solving performance. Some of these included:
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personality, interest, motivation, and social and

environmental factors of the subjects. The validity of

this research depends on the willingness and ability of

her subjects to cooperate in this study.

Another l-imitation to this study is in the methods

of data coffection. The validity and reliabitíty of

the "thinking aloud protocoltt has been quest.ioned by

some investigators (Anastasi, I976; Berg, 1961;

Edwards, 195'7; Nisbitt & Wil-son I I9'72) . This criticism

has been leveled against "thinking aloud" on the basis

that it ís a form of "nonreLrospective íntrospection"

and is subject to the same criticisms as classical

introspection (Rowe, 1985). Rowe (1985) counters this

criticism by referring to the work of Benjaf ieJ-d

(7969), Luria (1961), and vygotsky (L962) in which they

describe "thinking aloud" as being different than

introspection in that "thinking aloud't constitutes a

form of "inner speech". As such, "thinking aloud is

simply the verbalization during the problem solving

process of what they are doing, and not theorízíng

about their own behaviour (Newell- & Simon I 1912) , In

this way "thinking aloud" is consídered to be similar

to observational techniques in which records of

behaviours of animals or people are used as a basic

form of data (Rowe, 1985). Despite her ol^¡n arguments

Rowe does admit that this form of data coll"ection does
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have its limitatíons, especially in the possibility of

J-eavingi out some data on cognít.ive processes. She

acknowl-edges that "thinking aIoud" wiIl not correspond

exactly to r or include alJ-, cognit.J-ve activity during

the probl-em solving process.

The validity and reliability of the taxonomy of

problem solving behaviours used to cfassify the

responses coul-d also be questioned. Rowe admits that

this is only one of many taxonomies which could have

been developed. Additionalì-y the ma jority of the

sub jecLs responses were caLegorized by onJ-y one

investigator. Any biases of this investigator coul-d

have affected the resufts.

Despite these limitations, her work is a major

effort at developing an understanding of the import.ant

and most often used strategies employed by the subjects

in her study, Although there are timitations in the

"thinking aloud" coflection of data, research seems to

support its use as a measure of internal- cognitive

processes (BenjafieJ-d, 1,969; Duncker, 1945; Ericsson &

Simon, 1980; Newell- & Simon, L972; Nisbett & Wilson,

t977) .

Most of the modern attempts to teach problem

soJ-víng have been based on attempts to ídentify
generalizable stages or strategies during the problem

solving process (Rowe, 1985) .
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Nature of the Task

The nature of the task invofves studying what

demands the task places upon the sol_ver. Some of the

task demands which have been considered in the

information processing l-iterature are the type, length,
difficulty, verbal items, performance items, and well_

defined tasks (where littJ-e, or welI defined domain

specif ic knowJ-edg:e is required) , etc. (Chi & Glaser,

1984; Rowe, 1985). Some researchers (Bourne, Ekstrand,

& Dominowski , I91I; Davis, I966; Johnson, I9'72;

Reitman, I965; Speedie, Treffinger/ & Houtz, Igj6) have

at.tempted to define the task characteristics along

three dimensions; task environmenL, type of outcome and

task complexity. According to this research task

environment characteristics refer to the ambiguity of
the task, type of outcome refers to the number of
possible solutions, and task compJ-exity refers to the

maximum number of steps necessary to reach a solution.

Many educators believe that computers, and computer

software, place demands on students which wiII develop

thinkíng skills more effectiveJ-y than traditional

methods (Matsumoto, 1985) . Traditíonal- methods of
teaching problem solving in education have either been

considered to be a "hidden" component of the curricurum
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(Bork, 1980), or a subject worthy of ínstruction by

itself.

Traditional Methods

There have been attempts to teach probJ_em solving
al-most as J-onq as there have been attempts to study it.

Many authors have attempted to develop ínstructional_
programmes to try to teach, or improve problem solving

skiJ-J-s, based on the different processes or strategies
which have been identified in the l-iterature (e.g.,

Covington et âf., I9'74; de Bono, 1913; Feuerstein et

aI., 1980; Lipman, 1985; Pogrow, I9B1; Rubenstein,

I915; Sternberg, 1986; Whimbey & Lochheadf 1980;

Irüickelgren, 1"974; etc. ) . Reviews of these programmes

have }ed to criticisms from a number of different

perspectives. For the purposes of this review, six of

these criticísms wil-l- be examined.

The first criticism is centered on whether these

gieneral strategries, from which the traÍning programmes

have been developed, have been shown to exist, and are

valid in describing problem solving processes (Chipman

& Sega1, 1985) . Perkins (1985) reviewed the literature
concerning probl-em solving strategies and found that
these strat,egies have not been sufficientl-y tested. In

his review he does not question the existence of these
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st.rategies, but suggested there is insufficient

evidence to support their vaJ-idity and effectiveness.

The second criticism raised by some authors is

whether these general strategies can be taught, and

then appJ-ied in different problem solving tasks (e.9.,

Baron, 1985,'Hayes, 1985; Johnson-Laird, 1985; Perkins,

1985 ) . Perkins ( 1- 985 ) suggested that it is rel-atively

easy to inform students of these strategies, to point

out the benefíts of using them, and to provide practice

in using them, but the greatest difficulty lies in

knowing how, and when, to aPPIY them.

More recent research examined t'he issues of when

and how to apply these skiIIs to problem solving

situations. These studies have suggested that when

students are helped to understand their current problem

solving processes, and to learn about themselves as

l-earners (metacognitive processes), t'hey are much more

abl-e to use what they know and transfer the strategies

to other problem solvíng situations (Bransford,

Sherwood, Vye & Reiser, l-986; Sternberg, 1984) .

The third criticism is how to make sense of the

many and varied descriptions of these strategies in

order to develop a more unified understanding and

approach to teaching problem solving skil-Is. To

determine which of these strategies should be íncluded

in a comprehensive training programme of general
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problem solving skills, a taxonomy of these strategíes

must be developed (PoIson & Jeffries, 1985) . Without

such a taxonomy, it is difficul-t to evaluate these

programmes. Rowe (1985) made such an attempt to

develop a taxonomy of problem solving strategies (see

above descriPtion) .

The fourth criticism has been in trying to

determine which of the many possible st.rategies produce

the most significant changes in problem solving

abiJ_ity. with many programmes and approaches to the

deveJ_opment of problem solving skills and t.he l-ack of

research into the effectiveness of these programmes aS

described below, this has been a difficult area to

study. It has only been with the recent development of

a taxonomy of probJ-em solving skills that t.his question

can be addressed in a meaningful vJay. After Rowe

(1985) developed her taxonomy, she atLempted to

determine which of the 1B strategÍes were significant

in the problem soJ-ving Process.

In Rowe's (l-985¡ PP. 302-305) extensive analysis

she found that a number of the el-ements of her taxonomy

could discriminate between solvers and nonsolvers:

(First Reading, Re-reading, Plan/Hypothesis, Tria1 and

Error, Continued Activity, Calculatíon/Detail, and

Judgment / verification); high and low intelligence

(PIan/Hypothesis, and ,Judgment/Verif ication) ; and slow
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and fast workers (First Reading, pl_anlHypothesis, and

Trial- and Error) Solvers used these strategies more

often than nonsolvers. She also found that the

subjects in her study returned to the plan/Hypothesis

strategy more often then the other strategies in almost

aIl situations.

The fifth criticism discussed in the literature is
the l-ack of research eval_uating the effectiveness of
probJ-em sol-ving training prograÍì.mes. Bransf ord et aI .

(1985) and PoIson & Jeffries (l_985), in attempting to
evaluate many of the approaches to teaching probJ-em

solving skiJ-ls, concl-ude that there is a l_ack of sound

data to support the contention t.hat these progranmes

are effective.

The l-ast criticism examined Ín this review is the

role of "domain specific knowledge,, in the development

of problem solving. Recent research from the

information processing perspective points to the

ímportance of the nature and organization of knowledge

a problem solver brings to the problem solving

situation (Anderson, l-983; Rumelhart & Ortony, L977;

Schank & AbeJ-son, 1977) . Strategies themsel-ves do not

adequately describe problem solving performance. This

ís especiaÌly true when people are requÍred to solve

more complicated and real world problems. It is
important not only to have the knowledge required to

3B
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sol-ve problems, but also to be able to access it at the
appropriate time (Bransford, Sherwood, Vye, & Reiser,

1-986) . Most of the earJ_y attempts at developing

problem soJ-ving skills were focused on general

strategies, and not on the rol_e of domain-specific

knowledge.

Comput.er Assisted Learning

There is considerable Iiterature which examines the

use of computer software for computer assisted Iearning
(CAL) and computer ass j-sted Ínstruct ion (CAI ) . Al_most

all of these studies find CAL and CAI effectíve (for

summaries of these studies seet Edwards, Norton, Weiss,

& Dussel-dorp, 1975; KuJ-ik, Bangert, & WiIIiams, 1983;

Kulik, KuIik, & Cohen, 1980; Vinsonhaler & Bass, I912;

etc.) Some of the major findings indicate that CAL

significantly íncreases the scores of students on

standardized tests; increases retention of material-

Iearned,' and increases the speed at which the material

is learned (Bracey, 1982) .

In an examination of the studies, from which these

reviews were compil-ed, there are very few which study

the teaching of problem soJ-ving. It is not clear why

there has not been more research done in this area.

Most of the attempts to study the effectiveness of CAL

involve the use of programmes which teach the three
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rrRsrr. One possible explanation for the lack of

research in the area of problem solving is t.he

difficulty in defining what problem solving ís, and

whet.her it can be taught.

Another possible expJ-anation is t.hat researchers

have made the assumption that if CAL is effective for

the basic educational skills that it must also be

successful- in teachíng more compJ-ex cognitive ski11s.

Comput.er Assisted Problem Solving SkiIIs

Programm-ing a Computer.

The act of programming a computer is bel-íeved to be

a form of problem solving, and a method to teach

problem soJ-ving skil-l-s (e.9, , Bearden, 1983-84; Foster,

L972,' Grierson, l-985,' Linn, 1985; Mil-ner, 1,972; Olivier

& RusselI, 1986,'Papert, 1980; Ronan, 1,91L; and

Wilkinson, I972) .

Most of the recent attempts to use programming to

enhance problem solving skiIls have invol-ved the use of

the computer language call-ed rrLOGOrr (Papert, 1980) .

The cl-aims are that LOGO is a language for learning how

to think, and that it promotes metacognitive ski11s,

such as planning and problem solving (Tetenbaum &

Mulkeen, 19841 .
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Reviews of the literature which have examined the

ef fectiveness of LOGO (e.9., Bluma, 1-984; Land &

Turner, 1985; Pea & Kurland, 1984; and Tetenbaum &

Mulkeen, I9B4) have indicated there is onJ-y partial,

and often conflictíng support of these cl-aíms. Many of

t.hese studies have been considered as "soft" research

in that these studies typicalJ-y describe an authors

experience in using LOGO in their classroom (Dal-ton,

1986) and therefore, do not províde the necessary

systematic empirical support. Tetenbaum and Mul-keen

(1984) believe that a moratorium shoul-d be placed on

the use of LOGO to teach problem solving as the

evidence ís not strong enough at present to support the

time and expense that many educators have been

expending on its use. Despite this lack of evidence,

they feel it would be premature to discard the use of

LOGO as a method of teaching problem sofving and

strongly advocate for further research to provide a

stronger empirical- basis for its use.

Some authors suggest that the reason that LOGO may

not be an effective method of teaching problem solving

skills ís that it l-acks an explicit focus on

metacognitive processes (Bransford, Stein, Delclos, &

LittIefieId, 1986; DelcJ-os, LíttlefÍeId, & Bransford,

1985; Pea & Kurland, 1984) . Bransford et. al . ( l-986)

critícize the method of LOGO instruction, rather than

4I
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LOGO itself. They suggest that the "discovery learning"

approach proposed by Papert (1980) may encourage trial

and error methods rather than stimulate cognitive

development. They believe that a different method of

Ìearning, combined with use of LOGO, may have more

encouraging results.

The literature is not concl-usive as to whether

learning to progranme a computer provides an effective

method of teaching chil-dren problem solving skilÌs. fn

addition there have not been any studies conducted

which compare the effectiveness of programming a

compuler to the traditional- methods of Iearning probJ-em

solving.

Besides using computer progiramming as a method of

teaching probJ-em solving there has been a great deal of

softr^¡are created for the sole purpose of teaching

probJ-em sol-ving. The literature rel-ating to this

software will now be examined.

Problem Solving Software

A review and an analysis of t.he l-iterature was

conducted and found very little experimental evidence

which had examined whether using probl-em solving

software ín a classroom is an effective method of

improving probì-em solvÍng abilities. The articles whích



examined this software

"Probl-em Solving" and

Problem Solving Software

are grouped into t.wo categ-ories,

"Coaching".

43

Probl-em SoJ-ving Studies Group

The articl-es reviewed in the problem solving grroup

general-Iy claimed support for the contention that the

avail-abIe software appears to be effective in teaching

problem soÌving; however, only five of these studies

were experimental. None of the experimental studies

that relate directJ-y to problem soJ-ving has been

published. It is not clear as to why these studies

have not been published (FavelIe, 1986) .

The first experimental study reviewed was an

unpubJ-ished Ph.D. dissertation by Cox (1980). This

study was a relatively well- designed

I'quasi-correlationa]" (p. B3) attempt to examíne the

development of problem solving skills on the computer.

Cox attempted to do this by designing three programmes

which would give practice in two heuristics of probj-em

solving (analyzing and eval-uating the given

information, and examining the alternatives and

impJ-ementing the best choice) . This study was fairl-y

complex, since it looked at ten independent variabl-es

(gender, â9€r grade, grade average, computer

experience, group size, matrix training, verbal
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reasoning, cognitive inventory, and frequency of

sessions) and six dependent variabl-es (use of paper'

use of matrix, number of problem solved, time to

sofution of each problem, number of clues asked for,

and order of cl-ues asked for). Of the many

conclusions, the main finding was t.hat "selected

problem solvinq skills can be practiced, improved, and

evafuated on a microcomputer" (p. 156) . This

conclusion was reached because the students used Iess

Lime to solve a probJ-em after using the computer

programmes than before. The difficul-ty with using time

as a measure ís that the time required to sofve the

problem may be refated to experience on the computer

instead of the abil-ity to solve problems.

A few limitations of this study, which could affect

its general-izability, pertained to the sample used.

The study used sixt.y-six grade seven and eight

volunteers (fifty-five students from study halJ-s, six

from a gifted class, and five from an academic cl-ass)

There were forty-eight males and eighteen females in

the sample. The sample cannot be considered random or

representative of the student population. The result's

should be considered, at bestr âs applicabl-e to grade

seven and eight students. Cox measured the problem

solvíng ability of the subjects by the amount of time

required to solve the problem, i.e., the shorter the
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time required to sofve t.he probl-em the higher the level

of probÌem solving skill-s. As mentíoned above the use

of time as a measure of problem solving may be related

to experience on the computer and not the ability to

solve problems.

Despite the Iimitatíons of this study it provided

some information on t.hre subject characteristics

(gender, schoof achievement, verbal- reasoning abiJ-ity,

and familiarity wit.h computers), problem soÌving

processes (providing "matrix" instruction and using

five problem solving heuristics), and environmental

factors (group vs. individual and frequency of

sessions) . Although this study used computer

programmes which were developed by the author from

pencil- and paper exercises, there was no comparison

between the computer version and pencil and paper

exercises. Consequently we do not know whether there

would have been differences based on the type of

instruction.

The second study which used problem solving

software, by Berger, Newman & Cox (cited in Cox, 1980)

was not available for examination. According to Cox's

report, this study used a computer simulation which

required subjects to estimate the height of a balloon

on a waIl by using the visual information available.

The concfusions indicated that providing visual
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feedback durinq a task could improve problem solving

abiJ-ity. This study examined some sub ject

characteristics (age, academic abilities, and

self-image) and the nature of the task (providing

visual- feedback) . However, since this study r^ras not

availabl-e for a critical analysis, the nature of the

subject and task characteristics could not be

ascertained and the conclusion (that providÍng visual

feedback improves visual problem solvíng abílity)

should be viewed with caution.

The third study was an unpubl-ished report conducted

by Kurshan e Williams (1985) to determine whether the

use of a microcomputer increases the problem soJ-ving

ability of junior high school- students. This was a

poorJ-y designed study in which the treatment was simply

t.aking a computer cl-ass. The pretest was given

approximately four months before the beginning of the

treatment, and t.he posttest was given approximateJ-y

three months before the end of the treatment. This

study examÍned some subject characteristics such as

familiarity with computers and gender. The concl-usions

drawn by this study are that using the computer

increased probJ-em solving skills for boys and that
previous exposure to computers increases the chance of

developing better problem solving skills. Although the

resu.l-ts r^Jere supportive of the use of the computer, and
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indicate that gender and previous exposure to computers

contributed to the significance of the findings, they

must be regarded with extreme caution because of the

many methodologicaJ- weaknesses of this study.

The next experimental study examined was conducted

by Greenfield and Lauber (cited in Greenfield, 1987) .

According to the articl-e in which this study was cited,

it was submitted to a journal for publication in 1985.

However, a search of the l-iterature coul-d find no such

reference. fn this study the authors developed two

paraJ-l-eJ- tasks (demonstrations of the operation of

el-ectronic circuits presented schematically on a video

screen) which were used as a pretest and a posttest.

Three groups were used in the study, a control group, a

group of novice players, and a group of expert players.

The two experimental groups played a commercialty

available video game called "Evolution" for 2 1,/2 hours

as the experimental treatment. The results indicated

that the novice players showed a significantJ-y higher

leveI of "scientific-technical thinking" after the

treatment as compared to the control and the expert

groups. The authors also cl-aim that their study

provided evidence of a transfer of skills learned in a

video game to a task which requires
¡'scientific-technical thinkíng". Since the study could

not be located there is no v¡ay in which the terms
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"scientif ic-technical- thinking", and "novícerr vs.

"experts", or the methodology and results coufd be

examined. In this study the terms novíce and expert

appear to be measures of the subject characteristics of

exposure to computers.

The fifth study examined was a field review

(Stearns, 1986) which described the introduction of

four commercially avail-abl-e software packages into a

class of learning disabled students to help teach

problem solving skills. Stearns cfaims that alI four

of the programmes were successfuf to varying degrees in

teaching probJ-em soJ-ving. However, the only evidence

Stearns cited is the subjective opinion of the teachers

involved. This review did suggest that one of the

reasons for the success of the software was related to

the environmental factor of increased cooperation and

peer teaching, i. e. , the group processes.

The last study reviewed examined the use of

commerciaÌ softwarer âs compared to using pencil and

paper exercises, in developing visual problem solving

skí11s (Bosma, 1984). This study $¡as

quasi-experimental- ín design and used fifth grade

students from nine cl-asses from nine school-s in a large

mid-western city in the U.S. The students were

assigned in a nonrandom fashion into three experimental-

groups: (1) computer-assisted group which used
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commercial problem solving software; (2) worksheet

group which used pencil and paper exercises,' and (3) a

control group which received no Ínstruction in problem

so.J-ving. The students were pre- and posttested using

the New Jersey Test of Reasoning Skills and the

Sequences and Analogies subtests of the Test of

Cognitive Skil-1s. The independent variables were the

treatment group, gender, and school. The dependent.

variables r¡rere the posttest scores on the New Jersey

Test of Reasoning Skill-s and the Sequences and

Analogies subtests of the Test of Cognitive Skitls.
The results of t.his study found no significant effects
for group or sex, but found a significant effect for
school. Bosma indicates that each of the groups did
make gains in their visuaf problem solving skills, but

none was significant. She feels the lack of expected

results was due to three factors. Teacher comments led

her to bel-ieve that the instruments used to measure the

visual probJ-em sotving hrere too dissimilar to the

software used. She also noted that the pretest scores

on one of the measures erere so high that they likeJ-y

were not abLe to adequately detect increases in the

visual problem solving of the subjects. The third
reason she postulates for the lack of results was that

the experimental treatments were used in a

rrstand-alone[ manner. She feels that if they were used
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as a part of a larger programme, in which many

different aspects of problem solving were taught using

more and different types of software, there may have

been significant findings.

The Bosma (1984) study appears to be a rel_atively

wel-I designed study. She acknowledges the

quasi-experimental- nature of the study and its ínherent

limitations as wel-Ì as the use of nonrandom subjects.

She examines task characteristics (computer vs. pencíl

and paper exercises) and one subject characteristic

(gender) She does acknowledge some of the

environmental- factors (group vs. individual work) but

does not control for them. She al-so neglects to

discuss the significance of her fíndings in respect to

the school- variable. Since the school variable r^ras

significant it could impty either subject or

environmentaL characteristics differences of the

students in the different school-s which could have

affected the problem solving outcomes in unknown ways.

Bosma also does not consider the problem solving

process variables. Had she chose to include a measure

of the processes she may have found quaJ-itative

differences between the groups or at least been able to

compare the processes required by the software vs. the

measures. Her definition of problem solving as being
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only vísual may have been too narrow and she could have

considered examining verbal problem soJ-ving as weII.

The last six art.icles reviewed were anecdotal

accounts, published in computers and education

magazines, re]-ating to the use of the computer to teach

problem solving. In the first article, Eiser (1986)

posed three questions relating to problem solving

software: (a) "whaL skil-ls are these packages realIy

trying to teach?'',. (b) '' ' . . how useful wou]-d these

packages be in the cl-assroom?"; and (c) "Do the skills

deveJ-oped by these programmes transfer to other

Iearning situations?" (p. 42). In an attempt to answer

these questions she reviewed 21 problem solvingt

software progirammes for use in the classroom and

discussed how each of them related to probJ-em solving

heuristics. In this article she stated t.hat "Some

educators believe that tackling such puzzles

strengthens problem-soJ-ving skiIls " (p ' 43) or " It

seems reasonabl-e to suppose that frequent use of such

programmes resuft in an improvement in the abílity to

remember...." (p. 43) but she provides no experimental

data to support these conclusions. Instead of

answering the very appropriate questions she specífied

as the purpose of her article, she appears to have

obfuscated the issue by supporting these "beliefs" with

subjective data and conjectures. Additionally she does
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not address the possible influences of the subject

characteristics, environment, or the nature of the

task. The author does review the software based on the

types of heuristics, or processes used by each of the

software packages she examined. However, this review

is based on what the publishers of the software claim

they teach, as opposed to any experimental- evidence of

their existence.

The second article reviewed was a descriptive

artícJ-e by Weller (1985-86) . Weller described the

introduction of a commercial programme into his science

cl-ass to heJ-p teach 1ogic, âs applied to el-ectronic

circuits. He onJ-y provided anecdotal evidence to

support his conclusions that the students' achievement

was better and "they coul-d synthesize and analyze more

complex círcuits than could students the previous year"

(p. 43) . Vùel-Ier al-so suggested that the nature of the

task, i.e., the computer presentation of these tasks,

was more motivating, and thus' more successfuf in

teaching 1ogic.

In the next article reviewed, Bass & Perkins (1984)

used seven commercially available programmes to teach

problem solving skil-l-s (such as verbal anal-ogies,

logical reasoning, inductive/deductive reasoning, and

problem analysis) to seventh graders. This article

appears to be a description of a study conducted by
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these authors, but the actual study was not published.

Very little detail of the desiqn of the study,

variables, and methods of instruction and measurement

can be determined from the description of this study.

It appears that this study attempted to compare the

nature of the task (computer vs. traditional methods of

teaching) and some of the processes used by the

students. From the description available, it appears

to be a poorly designed study. The authors used

subjective measures (observing classrooms, teachers

notes, and interviews); the sample was noL randomly

chosen or assigned; there was no control for possibte

interference/interaction between the different

treatments; the teachers administering the treatment

were not blind to the experimental- variables; and their

assessment techníques were not described. Despite

these limítations, they concluded there was a

significant difference in the two areas of verbal

analogies and inductive/deductive skills, but not in

the ot.her two probtem solving skills. They do not

provide any explanation for their results '

The fourth articte reviewed (Zeiser & Hoffman,

1983) explored children's use of problem solving

processes, from a developmental- perspectivet of

creative or simulation and logic/creative progiranmes'

The authors cl-aimed that using these programmes I'helps
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develop various problem-solving skill-s, and

improves J-ogical and sequential- t'hinking" (p ' 253) '

Their support for these statements was that. CAL has

been proven effective by the studies he has cited'

Although research does appear to support the efficacy

of CAL, the use of CAL to specifically teach problem

solving has not been adequately studíed.

The fifth article reviewed (winner, I9B2) describes

how two computer programmes, when used with assistance

f rom teachers: "devel-oped skitls that are dif f icul-t to

instill- at t.he elementary level- "; "exLend their

concentratíon skill-s"; and "Iearned to think ahead by

trying out various pJ-ans to reach the desired goal"

(pp. l-1-13) . Winner considers these achievements of

the students to be a resuft of the environment created

(group interaction) and the nature of the task

(increased incentive) of the computer based tasks.

However, only Subjective data from the teachers is used

to support these conclusions.

The final- article reviewed (Pogrow, 1-987 ) described

a curriculum which was developed to teach problem

solving skil-1s using commercialJ-y avail-abl-e software.

The curriculum, call-ed Higher order Thinking SkiIl-s

(HOTS) uses computer programmes' such as "Rockyt s

Boots" and LOGO, and special teaching technigues to

develop 'rmetacognition", I'inf erencerr t
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"decontextualLzaLion", and "synthesizing" skills in

students (Pogrow, 1987, p. 11). The speciaJ_ teaching

techniques were descríbed as "Socratic forms of

interaction between teacher and student" using

"questioning skilfs" and "coaching techniques" to

"maintaining a thinking environment whil-e students are

working at the computerrr (Pogrow, 1987, p. 14). This

approach emphasizes the envíronment and processes used

by the students. Pogrow cl-aimed that it took two years

of ai-most daily training for the students to l-earn to

use the thinking skills automatically. He cl-aimed the

effectiveness of the HOTS programme \^ras impressive

because of 15 to 25 percentíIe point increases in

standardized reading tests. It is not clear how a

standardized reading test woul-d measure a change in

problem solving ability. No other evidence of the

programme's effectiveness was cited.

Generally, all the studies which had examined

teaching problem solving on the computer found some

support for its use, both with commercial and author

designed progranmes. However, all except two of these

studies were either poorly designed or províded only

anecdotal evidence to support their claims. The

different components that these articles addressed are

summarized in Tabl-e 1.
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According to the information processing model of

studying and understanding problem solvíng, it is

important to address the subject characteristics, the

environmenLaf characteristics, the nature of the task,

and the processes used by the subjects while attempting

t.o solve a problem. As evidenced by Tabl-e I, none of

the studies which examined the effectiveness of problem

solving software addressed all of these issues and none

of them compared traditional- methods to the computer

software methods of teaching probJ-em solving.

Problem Solving Coachíng Group

The coaching group of studies examined the use of

the computer to heJ-p coach children in solving problems

on the computer. All these studies \^Iere pubJ-íshed and

conducted during the last six years.

The first articl-e examined was by Lantz eL â1.,

(1983) . This was a descriptive study which ínvol-ved a

programme developed by the authors to help teach

equation problem solving by gíving the student feedback

and hints when required. The programme would determine

what processes the student was uLilizing when

attempting to solve equation problems. Based on what

processes the student r^tas using the programme woul-d

then either work forward, or backwards, to assist the
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student in understanding the necessary steps to achieve

solution to the probJ-em. The auLhors claimed there was

an increase in the students/ ability to solve these

types of problems because of their programme, but

provided no experíment.al data to back these claims.

This study did not take into account the subject or

environmental characterisLics, the nature of the task,

or compare their approach to traditional forms of

problem solving.

The second art icle, by CJ-ark & Schoech (1983 ) ,

described an adventure game they had created which

provided therapy for impulsive adolescents by teaching

them problem solving strategies. The software was

designed by the authors and emphasized the processes

which were required to play the game successfuJ-Iy.

ThÍs study onJ-y used four subjects and provided

anecdotal evídence to back the claims that there had

been an improvement in the children's ability to sol-ve

problems. The design of this study had the authors

spending one-to-one time with the subjects during the

treatment. with this leve1 of interaction between the

authors and the subjects there may have been other

uncontrolled factors which may have contributed to the

resul-ts they obtained.

This study also did not take into account the

subject or environmental characterístics, the nature of
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the taskr or compare their approach to traditional-

forms of probJ-em soJ-vingi .

The last study (Steinberg et â1., 1985) in t.he

coaching group, r¿ras a well designed study which looked

at the effect of províding feedback on a child's

abil-ity to solve a problem on the computer. In this

study the authors introduced organizaLíonal and memory

charts ín both a visual and verbal- formats as aids to

soJ-ving the computer presented problems. The authors

al-so presented these aids in two formats, under

computer or learner controf. They found that in some

cases the feedback increased the child's ability to

sol-ve probJ-ems, and decreased it in others. They

accounted for these findings by suggesting that where

the child's abiJ-ity is reduced, the child has al-l-owed

the computer to "think" for him, and where it has

increased, he has used the feedback to increase his

ability to do further problems. This study examined

both the nature of the task (visua]- or verbal aids and

computer/fearner control of aids) and the processes

(feedback) used by the students.

Although this study does seem to present some good

evidence of the effectiveness of using computer

software as a coach in solving problems, it did not

address the subject and environmental- characteristics
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of the probJ-em solving process or compare their
approach to traditional- methods.

The coachíng group also províded gieneral support to
the contention that computers can teach problem

solving, but there was only one study which provided

partial experimental support. However, none of these

studies attempted to examine the entire probrem solving
process and either control for, or measure, all_ the

essential- components (see Tabte 2) .

Several_ software publishers and departments of
education have reviewed many of the commercially

deveJ-oped computer programmes to determine which of the
various components of problem sol_ving they aIJ_egedJ_y

teach (e.9., Computer Courseware, 1985; CradIer, 1985;

Edwards, Marshall & Kosel, 1986; etc.) However,

these software eval-uations appear to be based on

subjective impressions, not on experJ_mental data.

Anyone who has examined some of this commercially

availabl-e "problem solving,' software (e. g. "Rocky's
Bootsr', I'The Factory", 'rWhere in the World is Carmen

San Diego", etc.) is immediateJ_y struck by the fact
that these programmes do appear to teach problem

solving skiIls. It is understandable how the

assumptions and beJ-iefs, that computers are ideally
suited to teach problem solving, have developed. For

educators, parents, and other purchasers of these
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Tabl-e 2

CharacteristÍcs Examined

Study

1. Lantz, Bregar,
e Far1ey ( 1- 98 3 )

Clark & Schoech
( 1 983)

Steinberg, Baskin,
& Matthews (1985)

2.

in Coachin

3.

Note.

Type

Software Grou

E * experimental; D = descriptlve

SubJect,

D

D

Characteristlcs

Envlronment Task Processes

X

x

X

X
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software progranmes, it must be determined empirically

whether they can teach problem solving. Otherwise much

expense, effort and tíme could be wasted. ShouId

empiricaÌ support be found, there could be great

potential benefits to the field of education.

Potential Benefits of Problem Solvíng Software

There are many potential benefits of using

computers in education and in teaching probJ-em solving.

One of the potential- benef its of usj-ng the computer to

teach probJ-em soJ-ving is to be abl-e to provide the

introduction of compJ-ex concepts which woul-d not be as

easily done in more traditional methods (V'linner, 7982) .

An example of this is the computer prograÍme developed

by Berkowitz and Szabo (I919) t called MAMMO. This

programme presents "a computer based inquiry into the

riddle of the frozen Wooly Mammoths found preserved in

the Arctic Tundra." (p. 19), In this progranme, one

must develop hypotheses about how and why the wooly

mammoth came to be there. The computer gives feedback

as the student asks for informatíon to develop his

hypotheses. This programme provides another example of

the benefits of using the computer, that of providing

feedback during the problem solving tasks.

o¿
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As discussed in the review of the literature, this

can be either a benefit or a drawback dependíng upon

how the student is able to access this information. rf

the student requests feedback to let the computer

"Lhink" for him or her, the purpose has been defeated.

However, the programme coul-d be developed to only give

feedback when the computer det.ected an error, instead

of when the student requests helP.

The use of computer símulations can highlight

another benefit of computerized problem solving. One

of the best methods of ensuring the transfer of problem

solving skills into other domains is through curricula

which bring the students ínto contact with "real"

problems (Travers, I9B2) . Providing students with

,'real" problems is not often not easy or practical in

the classroom. A computer simulation can provide

objects that behave like the "real" thing within the

safety of the class. For example, the progiramme

,'Lemonade Stand', simulates a small business where the

student must make decisions about how much femonade to

make, how much advertísing to do, how weather

conditions will affect his or her sales, etc ' / to

maximize his profit.s. Simulations can also be

important in subject matter líke chemistry where the

combínations of certain chemicals could be hazardous,

but completely safe when simulated on the computer.
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Using the computer can also be a highJ-y motivating

experience f or students (Bates & TrumbulJ-, 1987 i Cox,

1980; and Mal-one, I9B4) | especialJ-y in learning problem

solving (Stearns, 1986) . Some of the traditional

methods of teaching these skíl-Is in mathematics has

been via geometry. Many students have difficulty being

motivated by things they see as írrel-evant to their

experience. If a compuler programme is more motivating

than these traditional- approaches, then the student

could possibly learn faster and more effectively.

Another benefit in using the computer is that it

can give ownership of the problem to the students

(Moursund, 1985) . If a problem is developed by the

students (as in creating a computer programme to play a

game or achieve some goal), instead of from the teacher

or a textbook, they are likely to have a greater desire

t.o understand and sol-ve the problem.

The cOmputer Can alsO prOvide a ttSafe" environment

in which the student can take risks without being

penalized (Tisone & wismar, 1985) . In a traditional

classroom, a student may feel reluctant to test out a

possible soÌution to a given probJ-em because of his

shyness or fear of embarrassment in a group setting'

On the computer the student can feel safe because s/he

wiII not be judged or embarrassed by his mistakes and
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s/he wilt be given feedback with which to correct

errors.

Randomization and the creation of databases are

other capabilities of the computer which can foster

problem solving. In this situation, símilar types of

probJ-ems can be presented in different ways to reduce

the boredom or familiarity \^rith the content. For

exampÌe, programmes such as "Where in the Worl-d is

Carmen San Diego" present the same basic game (i.e.

coll-ect clues to catch a criminal-) each time it is

played, but a database of randomJ-y chosen clues and

situations ensure the novelty of the game and reduce

the possibílity of boredom.

The final possible benefit of using computers to

teach problem solvíng is to accelerate, and to bring

the studentts cognitive development to a higher }eveI.

It is believed by some researchers that the computer

can present a task, and become a "thinking tool" which

wil-I place the student at a higher level of t.hinking

more than any other medium has ever done before

(Papert, 1980; Pea, 1984). Papert argued (p. 20) that

the computer can provide children with such high level-

of material- and stimuJ-ation, that more advanced stages

of development will be reached at an earlier age than.

prevíously thought possible. Pea deveJ-oped this

argument furt,her by comparing the child's interaction

65
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with the computer and programming J-anguages, as a

system which will extend thought as written Ianguage,

mathematics, and l-ogic has in t.he past.. This

child/computer system woul-d have the "vast memory

capability and speed of the computer to encourage

higher development't (p. 11) .

Measuring Problem Solving SkiIls

In order to answer the question of whether computer

software can improve problem solving skiIIs, it is

necessary to have some way of measuring these skills

and processes. There have been numerous attempts at

measuring problem soJ-ving. Some examples of these

at.tempts are: (a) the tíme required to complete the

problem (Cox, f 980); (b) the number of mist.akes made in

programming a computer (Hagen, 1984); (c) objective

questions, essay and vocabuJ-ary questíons (Kneedler,

1985); and (d) observations and interviews (Baron &

KaI1ik, l-985) . The most significant attempts to

measure problem soÌving behaviour have resul-ted from

the effort.s to measure inteIJ-igence and cognitive

skilIs (Travers | 1,982) .

The model which has made the most significant

contributions to the measurement of probJ-em solving is

the psychometric (see description above) . From this
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perspective, probJ-em solving abitity has been

considered to be a component of intelligence. Chi &

Gl-aser (1984) for example, beJ-ieve that',SoJ_ving

problems is a complex cognitive skill that

characterizes one of the most intell-igent human

activities" (p. 221). Wechsler (1958) consÍdered

problem solving skilÌs as one of the components in

measuring intelligence, i.e. , if one is a "good"

probJ-em solver one is considered to be intelJ-igent.

Travers (I982) indicated that there is a moderate

correl-ation between íntel-Ìigence tests and the abiJ-íty

to solve formal-reasoning probJ-ems. Many components of
I'inteJ-J-igence tests" (e.9. , anaJ-ogiies, sequences,

verbal- reasoning, visual--spat.ial, memory, etc. ) are

attempts to measure problem soJ-ving skills (FIave11 c

VùeÌlman, L979; NeweII & Simon, 7972; Rowe, 1985;

Sternberg, L911) .

Factor anaJ-ytic studies of many intelligence tests
found several- factors which vrere felt to comprise

intelligence (e.9., Cattell, 1963; Guilf ord, l-956;

Thorndike, 1-92'7; Thurstone, 1938,' Vernon, 1950; etc.).
fn these factor analytic studies, intelJ-igence was

quite often found to comprise of two general areas,

verbal-educational or crystallized, and visual or fluid
(Cattell, 1963; Thurstone, L938; Vernon, 1-950;

Wechsler, 1958) .
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One series of "int.el-J-igence" tests that have been

used to study problem solving is the Raven's

Progressive Matrices tests (egs. Kírby & Lawson, I983;

Lawry, Welsh & Jeffrey, 1983; etc.). The Progressive

Matrices tests use visual--spatial reasoning tasks to

measure cognitive skil-Is (Raven, Court, & Raven | 7911) .

The Progressíve Matrices tests are thought to be a good

measure of Spearman's (1,923) rrgrr, which in turn is fel-t

to correspond to a person/ s ability Lo solve problems

(Rowe, 1985) . The Advanced Progressive Matrices test,

one of the different versions of Raven/s tests, \^/as

f actor analyzed by DilJ-on, Poh.lmann, and Lohmer (1981)

and found to have two main factors underlying the test:

( 1) visual--f igural- transf ormatíons (pattern additíon &

subtraction,'and (2) mental rotation (ability to see a

progression or pattern) .

Another test which measures cognitive, or problem

sol-ving skills, is the Test of Cognitive Skills

(CTB/Mccraw-Hi11, l-981) . This test measures the skills

required to solve analogy, similarity, memory and

verbal- reasoning skills. The Test of Cognitive SkilIs

has been used to assess probJ-em soJ-ving skills (Bosma,

1-984; DaIton, I986).

Considering the difficulties in attempting to

define problem solving, and the varied conceptual

frameworks that problem solving has been studied from,

6B
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it is not surprising that. ít has also been diffícult to

measure problem solving.

It is important to go beyond the outcomes of

problem solving and examine the processes l-eading to

any set of given outcomes. The framework which has

contributed most sígnificantly to trying to understand

the processes people use to solve problems is the

information processing model-. The attempts to study

problem soÌving from this framework rely heaviJ,y on

'rprotocol- analysis" of verbal reports or "thinking

aloud" methods of data col-lection to examine the

cognitive processes involved (Rowe, l-985). In this

approach subjects are asked to "think aloud" while

attempting to sofve a probJ-em. These verbal reports

are then analyzed according to some type of format

which attempts to quantify, or describe in behavioural

terms, the cognitive processesr or operations the

subject has used whil-e attempting to solve the problem.

ConsequentJ-y, combining psychometric measures of

verbaL and visual probJ-em solving skilIs with a

thinking aloud protocol, âfIows the examination of both

the outcomes and the processes of problem soJ-ving.
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Summary

The importance of problem solving skills

development in our educat.ional systems is very evident.
Software developers and educators have come to berieve

that the computer provides an ideal- medium to help

teach these skil-Is in the school system. Research has

indicated that the computer can be an effective tool- Ín

improving J-earning skiì_ls, knowl_edge acquisition, and

visual-spatial skills. However, there ís very little

systematic evidence to support the contention that
using a computer, and the appropriate software,

increases the probJ-em solving ability of students who

use them. Because of the lack of systematic research

in this area it is essential_ to examine t.he frameworks

from which the research has been conducted.

Four perspectives t or models, of problem soJ_ving

r^Jere reviewed and their respective contributions to the

understanding of problem solving $/ere noted. Each of
the models have made contributions to our conceptuaJ-

and empirical knowledge of problem solving. The

psychometric and behavioural approaches have tended to

stress the productsr or resul-ts of performance. The

gestalt and information processing approaches emphasize

the processes which take pJ-ace when an individual

attempts to solve a problem.

10
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The two approaches which have made the greatest

contributions to our recent knowJ-edge on problem

solvíng are the information processing and

psychometric model-s.

The information processing's focus on the

procedures used by the problem solver, while solving a

problem has provided a framework from which we can

examj-ne the cognitive processes used during problem

solving activitíes. Through the use of this model

researchers have deveJ-oped strategies and stages which

are used to understand t.he processes involved in

attempting to so.l-ve a problem. These strategies and

steps have been used in turn to develop methods of

instruction for improving problem soJ-ving skil-l-s.

The use of these problem solvíng strategies, orr

st.eps to teach problem solvíng has been criticized in a

number of ways. The most significant questions and

criticisms are: (a) are these stages or strategies

valid; (b) can they be taught; (c) can be

conceptualized by a unified theory; (d) which ones

produce the largest gain in skill development; (e) can

they be taught in isoÌation of domain specific

knowledge,' and (f ) the lack of research on the

effectíveness of these programmes.

The most important contribution of the psychometric

approach has been in its development of instruments to
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measure intelligence. Thís model has also helped to

develop two perspectives of probJ-em solving, visual and

verbal-. The psychometric model has also provided us

with information on individual differences for probl-em

soJ-ving skill-s. These individual differences (such as

school achievement/ memory, individual vs. group work,

familiarity with compuLers, and gender) can potentially

affect the ouLcome of research on problem sol-vingi.

Unfortunately, much of the research these models

have generated has been scattered and non-cumul-ative.

Thís lack of consistency and continuity in the research

has Ìed to difficuÌties in att.empting to define and

measure problem solving.

If we wish to examine the underlying cognitive

processes used by someone attempting to solve a

problem, in some measurable wây, none of the four

models al-one will meet our needs. In order to provide

such a framework it is necessary to combine aspects of

both the psychometric and information processíng

models.

The combination of these two perspectives is
similar to the cognitive correlates approach to

studying inteLligence. The cognitíve correl-ates

approach attempts to correlate the performance on

simple cognitive t.asks with the scores from

psychometrÍc tests. Utilizing this framework to
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develop a research methodorogy enabl-es an examination

of the effectíveness of a method of instruction, as

well- as the processes used.

Attempts to teach problem solving utilizíng
computers and computer software faII into two basic
areas; (a) programming a computer, and (b) using

software developed to teach problem soì_ving.

There has been a fairJ-y extensive body of
literature developed on the use of programming as a

method of teaching problem solving. However, this
research has not produced any definitive conclusions as

to whether it is an effective method. It has been

suggested that the Iack of definitive resul-ts may be

due to factors such as poorly defined research methods

to evaluat.e its effectiveness and the methods of
instruction used. Some of the recent exploratory
research in computers in education has found that
certain types of computer games may increase novice

players visual-spatial skil_1s.

Software whích has been created to teach probì_em

solving has onl-y recently been deveJ_oped. There is
very littl-e research which has been conducted which

examines its effectiveness. what research that does

exist generally supports its use in teaching problem

solvÍng. However, much of this research has not been

published, has been poorly designed, and has been

13
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descriptive in nature. None of thís research has

examined alÌ the essential- components of the probÌem

solving process (subject characterist.ics, environmental

factors, nature of the task, and probl-em solving

processes) used by students using this software.

The present study is an attempt to determj-ne if

selected pieces of commercially available software are

effective in developing probi-em solving skilts in a

naturaÌ classroom environment and which cognitive

processes students call- upon while utilizing this

soft.ware. The sub ject and environmental- f actors, which

have been found to be related to both problem solving

abiì-ity, and the use of computer software, such as

school- achievement, memory/ familiarity wíth computers,

and gender, wilÌ be controlled for. This study

examines whether there is a greater íncrease in

students visual and verbal probl-em solving skill-s when

they receive: (a) problem soJ-ving instruction and

computer exercises (problem solving software); or (b)

probJ-em soÌving instruction and pencil and paper

(traditional-) exercises. Recent research has indicated

improvements in adoLescents visual-spatial skills from

using computer software. It is possible that visual

problem solving skill-s could also be increased by using

t.his software.
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The information processing model has províded the

conceptual framework from which this st.udy has been

designed. Successful problem solving, from the

information processing perspecLive, is viewed. as a

function of the characteristics of the task combined

wít.h the characteristics of the problem soÌver, the

effects of the environment, and the processes used by

the problem sol-ver. The characteristics of the task

are the computer vs. pencil- and paper approach to teach

these skilIs; the characteristícs of the subject are

the control- variables (school achievement/ memory/

familiarity with computers, and gender) t the

environmental characteristics are the group vs.

indívidual- effects; and the processes are the

heuristics from Rowe/ s (1985) taxonomy and the Practice

in Problem SoJ-ving curriculum (Kozak et âf ., 1987) .

The psychometric model has provided a method by

which we can conceptualize and measure the dependent

variables. The psychometric model- has described

problem solving as a component of intelligence and has

provided tvro perspectives of problem solving, visuaÌ

and verbal, from which the subject's abilities are

examined (for further dÍscussion on measurement of the

dependent variables refer to the "Instruments" section,
p. 78).

'75
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Hypotheses

The dependent variables in this study can be

grouped into three distinct areas of research: visuaf

problem soJ-ving measures' a verbaf problem solving

measure, and a qualitative measure of the cognitive

processes utilized while problem solving.

The general hypothesis tested in this study is t'hat

there is a statistically significant difference between

the visuaf and verbal problem solving ability of the

control- group, the group using computer programmes, and

the group using penciJ- and paper exercíses, after

teaching and practice exercises in problem solving.

The probJ-em solving instruction, and the type of

practice will, affect the level of both visual and

verbal probJ-em solving ability. Tn particular, it' s

hypothesized that students receiving computer exercises

foIlowíng probJ-em solving ínstruction wilI have a

greater improvement in problem solving abiJ-ity than

those receiving pencil and paper exercises.

Three specific hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesis 1 :

There is a st.atis-uically significant

difference between the conLrol, pencil and

paper and computer groupst visual problem
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solving scores as measured by the

following dependent measures: (a)

St.andard Progressive Matrices test, forms

A and B,' (b) Advanced Progressive

Matrices test form f; (c) Test of

Cognitive Skill-s Analogies subtest; and

(d) Test of Cognitive Skill-s Sequences

subtest, after teaching and practice.

Hypot.hesis2:

There is a statistically significant

difference between the control, pencil and

paper and computer groups/ verbal probj-em

sol-ving scores as measured by the Test of

Cognitive Skill-s VerbaI Reasoning subtest,

after teaching and practice.

Hypothesis 3 :

There is a statisticaJ-J-y significant

difference betr^reen the control-, pencil and

paper and computer groups' methods of

solving problems as measured by the

thinking aloud protocols, after teaching

and practice.
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CHAPTER 3

Method

Sub j ect s

The subjects used in this study were 3 grade seven

cl-asses, taking a probJ-em soJ-ving curriculum, at a

junior high in a schooÌ division in a large midwestern

city of Canada. A total- of 66 students participated,

of whom 28 were femal-e and 38 mal-e. The student.s

ranged in age from 14 years to 16 years of age. The

mean ages for the three groups used in this are: penciL

and Paper, 15.33 (N:24); Computer, 15.06 (N:23);

and Control 14.98 (N : 19).

Some of these students chose an art and computer

awareness cfasses as an option (instead of French) and

some chose this class from an optional part of their
curricul-um. These students were a part of the existing

classes and were being taught this subject by the

vice-principal of the school.

ïnst rument s

Measures

AIt the data in this study r4'as collected by the

schoor as an evaluation of a problem solving curri-culum
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recent.ly introduced into the school. The school-

consul-ted with this author for recommendations as to

which measures woul-d be most effective in their review

of their curricul-um. Fínding measures of problem

solving which were appropriate for the age range under

study was dif f icutt. Most measures of probJ-em soJ-ving

have been designed for adul-t subjects.

This research looked at both measuring problem

soJ-ving processes and outcomes. In order to examíne

the outcomes and processes involved in problem solving,

measurement from the psychometric and information

processing perspectives was utilized. The psychometric

model has described problem solving as a component of

intelligence. This model has also helped to develop

the two perspectives of problem solvingr, visual and

verbal, from which we wil-I examine the subject/s

abilities. The following measures ürere used:

Canadian Test of Basic Skills (Nelson Canada 1984)

The achievement level of the subjects was measured

by the Canadian Test of Basic Skil-Is (CTBS) . The CTBS

is a battery of tests with Canadian content and

standardization. It was designed to measure

development of basic skills in the areas of vocabulary,

reading, language, work-study skí1ls, and mathematics,

19
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and, as such, is meant to assess generalized

educational- achievement. The Primary and Elementary

Batterj-es were adapted from the fowa Tests of Basic

SkiIIs (Hieronymus, Hover and Lindquist I I982) and the

high-school edition is an adaptation of the Tests of
Achievement and Proficiency (ScanneJ_1, Haugh, Schild, &

Umber, I9B2). A review by GaIlÍvan (1985) reported

that reliabÍIity coefficients for each subtest ranged

f rom .64 to . 93 and correl-at ions of . 53 to .16 with
year-end course grades of ninth girade students.

The CTBS is administered to the students of the

entire school- each year by the school_ division. The

current year's resu-Its of the CTBS were used. The CTBS

has been previously used as a measure in a st.udy of
problem soJ-ving (Greer & Bl-ank, 1-911) .

Exposure to Computers Index - Modified (Anderson et

al- . 1981) .

Famil-iarity with computers was measured by a

modified version of the Exposure to Computers Index

(Anderson et al-. l-98l-) . The Exposure to Computers

Index (ECI) is a 3 question inventory which was

developed in 1981 to measure prior exposure to
computers. Anderson et aI. (1981) wished to study this
factor's potential effect upon CAI. Since the dramatic
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increase in the availability of microcomputers, both in

schools and homes in the l-ast seven years since the ECI

was developed, it is believed that the ECI would no

J-onger be abl-e to effectiveJ-y discriminate between high

and low exposure to computers. Consequently, a

modified version of the ECI (ECI-M) was developed for

the school's use (see appendix C) . These modifications

invol-ved determining the amount of time the students

spent on the computer per week in school, dL home, and

writing programmes. The modifications also sought to

determine the type of software the students used in

school and at home. The score on the ECI-M \n/as based

on the amount of time per week spent using the

computer.

Standard Pro ressive Matrices 1983 Edition (Raven

et â1., 1983)

One dependent measure of probJ-em sol-ving ability

was visual-spatialr âs measured by the Raven's

Progressive Matríces Test (1983) .

The Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices Test

(Seu¡ is a non-verbal test of reasoning abiJ-ity based

on figural materials. The test measures the ability to

form comparísons, reason by analogy, and to organíze

spatía1 perceptions into systematically refated wholes

B1
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(Sattl-er, 7982) . Figure 1 is a sample item from the

SPM, Form A. In this sample the subject is to

determi-ne which of the smarl-er sections (numbered from

1 to 6) would f it into the ì_arger rectangle ín ord.er to
correctly complete the pattern. In this sample the

correct answer would be "6',, as this section would

complete the pattern.

The SPM was standardized on a representatíve sample

of British people aged 6 to 65 years (Raven, 1960) .

According to Satt]er (1982) , it has adequate

reliabílity (scores range from .1I to .96 for split
half and .1L to .96 for test-retest rel_iability) and

val-idity coefficients (correlations of 0.56 to O.B6

with Bender Gestalt and I¡üechsler scales) Reviews of
factor analytic studies (SattIer, 1,982) give

confl-icting reports. Some studies report a primary

inductive, or reasoning factor, while others indicate

more than one, such as concrete and abstract meaning,

contj-nuous and discret.e pattern completion and

pat.terning through cJ-osure.

The SPM form A and form B was used as a pre- and

post-measure of visual-spatial reasoning. Each of the
groups r^rere split in half, with one half using form A

and the other, form B in the pretest. In t.he posttest

situation this vras reversed. As a result, the combined

ö¿
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group scores mlniml-zed any potential measurement error
ln the groups by using two different forms.
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FIG. 1 Sample of type of ltem from Standard

Progressive MatrLces, Form A (Raven, L983)

The SPM has been previously used in studles of
problem solving (Kirby & Lawson, 1983; Lawry et â1.,

f 983; and !{ebb, 1984 ) .
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Advanced Pr ressíve Matrices Raven et âf., r9B3

The Advanced Progressive Matrices was used as

another dependent measure of visual-spatial problem

solving ability in this studY.

The Advanced Progressive Matrices test, form I

(APM-I) is similar in form to the SPM. According to

Raven et aI. (1983) forms A and B of the SPM are too

simpte for people aged 12 I/2 years and above, whereas

the APM-I provides a highJ-y rel-iable and quick measure

of visual spatial ability. The APM-T covers all the

intelfectual processes covered by the SPM forms A, B,

C, D/ and E (Raven et ãL, 1983) . According to the

Manual- for Ravent s Progressive Matrices (Raven et âI.,

1983) the APM-I has a test-retest correlation of ' B6

for adolescents and a correl-ation of .74 with Wechsler

scales. A review by Vernon (1984), indicated

test-retest reliability coefficients which ranged from

.'16 (f or 10 .5 year ol-ds) to . 96 (among adults) '

The APM-I was used for both a pre- and post-measure

of the students' ability to sofve problems for a

visual-spatial task. This measure was used in addition

to the SPM as ít was designed to be a measure with

bet,ter discriminating ability for peopJ-e with average

to superior intellectual capacity.

B4
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Test of Cognitive SkiIIs (CTB/McGraw-HilI, 1981) .

The other dependenL measures of problem solving

ability were sequences, analogies, and verbal

reasoning, as measured by the Test of Cognitive SkiJ_J-s,

Leve1 4 (for g,rades '7 t-o 9) .

The Test of Cognitive SkiIIs (TCS) comprises a

series of ability tests designed to measure the l_evel-

of aptit.ude attained by students (CTB/McGraw-HiII,

Examiner's Manual, 1981, p. 1). The TCS is a revision

of the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude.

The emphasis of this test is to measure abilities

of an abstract nature and includes functions such as

verbal- and non-verbal- concepts, as weII as

comprehensive reLationships among ideas. There are

four subtests (with 20 items in each test) : Sequences,

Anal-ogies, Memory, and Verbal Reasoning. The TCS also

provides a tot.al scale score and a Cognitive Skills

fndex with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of
15.

The Kuder-Richardson formul-a 20 was applied to the

TCS and found the following reliability coefficients
(Level- 4) : Sequences, . B1 to .82; Analogies, .80;

Memory, .84 to .87 ; and Verbal- Reasoningr, .80 to .82

(CTB/McGraw-Hi1I, Technical Report, 198L) . A study by

Wrinch (1983) f ound correl-ations between the !{echsler
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Intelllgence Scale for Children - Revlsed, fulL scale

I.8. wíth each of the subtest.s of the TCS as follows:

Verbal Reasoning, 0.40; Analogies, 0.50; Seguences,

0.53; and Memory, 0.54.

The Sequences subtest measures *the student's

ability t,o comprehend a rule or prlnciple lmplicit in a

pattern or sequence of numbers, letters, or figures"
(p. 1). Figure 2 is a sample item from the Sequences

subtest. fn this sample the subject is expected to

determine which of the lettered figures on t,he right
(figures a to d) wouJ-d go in Lhe blank space (on the

left) to best complete the series. In this sample the

correct answer would be rrdrr as the second figure has

been rotated 180 degrees, and the third figure would

remain ln the same orientatl-on as the second, and the

fourth figure has been rotated 180 degrees again.

+@+*w
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The Anal-ogies subtest measures mthe studentts

abllity to see concrete and abstract relationships and

t,o classify objects or concepts according to conmon

attributes" (p. 2'r. Figure 3 is the sample r¡A¡r from

the AnaLogies subt.est. In thls sample the sr:bJect ls

to determine the relationship between the Lwo figures

in the top row and use this *rule* to determine which

of the figures on the right (figures A to D) would go

wÍth the figure on the bottom left. In this sample the

correct answer is rrCr¡ as "feather¡r is to ttbirdt' as

r¡1eafil is to t,tree,t.

FIG. 3 Sample A from Test of Cognitive Skills,

Analogies Subtest (CTB/McGraw'Hi1I, 1981) .

The Memory subtest measures "the studentts ability

Èo recall previously presented material'o

(CTB/McGraw-HiII, 1981, P. 21.

The verbal Reasoning subtest measures the student's

abfttty t,o dlscern relatlonships by performing verbal

classiflcatlon tasks and to reason logically. There
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are two types of problems in this subtest ' The first

requires "Lhe student to identify essential aspects of

objects or concepts" and the second requires "the

student to draw l-ogícaI conclusions from information

given in short passages" (p ' 2) ' Figure 4 ís a sample

item from the verbar Reasoníng subtest. rn this sampre

the subject is to determine the relationship between

the three words in the top row and use this "rule" to

determine which word (a to d) would fit into the blank

in the bottom row. rn this exampre the correct answer

would be trctr as it is the essential component to move

from the object (food) to the outcome (eat) '

water gilas s drink

BB

food

a fork
b t'ab]-e
c PJ-at.e
d spoon

eat

FIG Sample of tYPe of item from Test

SkiIIs, Verbal- Reasoning Subtest

(CTB/McGraw-HiII, 1981)'

The TCS was standardized in 1980 wíth

U. S. sample of 82,400 students enrolled

through t2. The public school sample l^tas

of Cognitive

a national

in grades 2

stratified bY
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geographic region, cornrnunity type, dÍstrict size, and

demographic index based on community characteristics.

The catholic school- sample was stratified by region and

district size (p. 4). Although the TCS did not use

canadian samples for standardization it has been used

with canadian populations (Fit.zsimmons & Macnab, 7984;

Wrinch, 1983) . The TCS has also been previously used

to assess problem solving skiJ-ls (DaIton, 1986) .

Reviews of the TCS by Keith (1985) and Sternberg

(1985) indicate that it is a very welI constructed test

and is a good instrument for assessing higher leveÌ

ment al- abi I it. ies .

The TCS does not have two forms and presents some

difficulties in using it a pre- and posttest design.

However, two statistical- properties of the TCS give

some justification in using it in this way. The items

of the TCS \^rere developed using ftem Response Theory

(IRT). IRT on the TCS used discrímination, Iocation

and guessing parameLers to increase the power of the

individual- guestions. Also, the Kuder-Richardson

formula 20 was applied to the TCS to study the

rel-iabil-ity of the test. This measure "provides a

reliabíl-ity estimate that equals the average of aII

split-half coefficients that would be obtained on al-l

possible divisíons of the test into halves"

(CTB/McGraw-Hil-l-, Technical Report ' 1983, p. 61) . A
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further attempt at minimizing the possible effects of

splitting the test into two forms is by examining each

of the experimental- and control groups with both forms

In other words, each of the groups were split in hal-f,

with one hal-f using form "even" and Lhe other form

troddrr in the pretest. This \^¡as reversed in the

posttest situation. As a resuft, the combined group

scores should act to minimize the measurement error in

all- the groups .

Protocol AnaJ-ysis (Rowe, 1985) .

In order to determine whether the subjects used the

same problem solving processes in the experimental- and

control- groups six problem solving "thÍnking aloud"

process protocols were randomly coll-ected by the

teacher from the two experimental groups by audio tape

recordings. These protocols were then transcribed and

analyzed in three second intervafs by the examiner

according to Rowe's problem solving taxonomy.

90
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Desígn

The design of the study is a 3 (group) x 2 (time)

nonequivalent control factorial design. The grouping

factor is a between subjects factor consisting of three

Ievels, representing the three comparison giroups of (1)

computer exercíses,' (2) pencil and paper exercises; and

(3) control. The time factor is a within subjects

factor consisting of two levels, pre-treatment and

post -treatment .

Three intact classrooms were used to represent the

three comparison groups, hence the quasi-experimental-

nature of the design. However, the classes themselves

were randomly assigned to the experimental- and control

conditions by the vice-principal-.

The treatment groups received training in a problem

solving curriculum cal-l-ed "Practice in Prob.l-em SoIving"

(Kozak et êI., I9B-l), and then practiced these skills

using either the sel-ected problem soJ-ving software or

the pencil and paper exercises in the classroom.

The Practice in Problem Solving (PIPS) curriculum

$Ias developed by the Transcona Springfiel-d School

Division for grades 7 and B on the basis of the Problem

Solving Handbook which was compil-ed by the Department

of Education, Government of Manitoba (1982) . PIPS uses

L2 problem solving strategies (see appendix B) along

9I
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with pencil- and paper exercíses, and commercíally

available computer programmes/ to try to increase

student's probJ-em soJ-ving skills.

Three specific sections of the PIPS curricul-um

(Guess and Check, Account for Al-I Possibilities, and

Logic) were given to the two treatment. condítion

classes in additíon to the regular compuler ai^rareness

curricul-um. These sections of PIPS r^rere chosen based

on which of them most closely resembl-ed Rowe's (1985)

PIan/Hypothesis (Logic), Judgment /YerLfication (Account

for All Possibilities), and Trial- and Error (Guess and

Check) straLegies. These three sections of Rowe/ s

(1985) taxonomy were chosen because they were some of

the processes which were found to discriminate between

sol-vers and nonsolvers. The third group (control) only

received the computer awareness curricufum.

The scores on t.he problem soJ-ving measures in each

of the experimental groups and the possible effects of

gender, memory (TCSM), experience with computers

(ECI-M) and school achievement (CTBS) upon the results

was examined via analysis of variance statisticaL

procedures (ANOVA) . These anal-yses were performed

using the SPSS-X programme on the main-frame computer

at the University of Manitoba and the APP STAT

programme on an Apple IIgs microcomput,er.

92
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The forms on al-I the measures were counter balanced

both within and between the groups. Thís

counter-balancing design was used to reduce the

possible order effects by usingr two different forms of

measures which may be dífferent from each other in some

unknown or unpredictable way.

To examine the question of whether the selected

problem solvÍng software teaches the skil-Is that it.

claims to, the problem solving processes of the six

protocol-s from each of the two experimental groups h/ere

analyzed and classified according to Rowe's (1985)

taxonomy of probJ-em solving strategies. These resul-ts

were compared to the processes the software publishers

claim to be utilizíng with the software. This data

provided quatitative informatíon which was used to

examine the resufts obtained in the first part of the

study.

The se.l-ected software was analyzed in order to

determine what conceptual basis on which ít was

developed. This data was used to examine t.he results in

the first part of the study.
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Procedure

The two treat.ment groups received two sessions of

10 minutes of instructíon and t.wo sessions of 35

minutes of practice for each of the three sections of

the PIPS curricul-um. After the instruction phase of

t.he PIPS currículum, one treatment group used the pIpS

pencil and paper practice exercises and the other

treatment group used the problem solving software

(which cal-Is upon the three component skills as

suggested by the curriculum) The three commercially

produced software proqrammes used were: Mind Puzzles

(Minnesota Educat j-onaJ- Computing Consortium IMECC],

f 9B3); Guessíng and Thinking (MECC, 1-983); and puzzl_e

Tanks (Sunburst, 1984) .

Both experímental groups worked on the exercises in
groups of two or three. Groups of this size were

chosen for this study for two reasons: first there are

not enough computers in the classrooms for a student to
work individualJ-y at a computert and group work at a

computer has been found to be a more superior method

for J-earning than individual work (Berkowitz & Szabo,

1979,'Cox, L980; Fletcher, 1985; Hawkins, Homolsky, &

Heide, 1-984; Trowbridge, L987; and Vùebb, 1,984) .

fn this study the metacognitive processes that the

students employed while they completed the practlce
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exercises within their group were examined. Three

groups in both experimentaÌ conditions r^Iere instructed

to "think aloud" within the group whil-e working on both

the pencil and paper and computer practice exercises.

These prot.ocols were t.ape recorded and then analyzed by

the author using Rowe's taxonomy as a framework for the

identificatíon of the processes utilízed by the

student s .

Sof t.ware

Mind Puzzles (MECC/ 1983) is made up of two games,

"Mazes of Rodentia" and "Queen Bee of Menta". Mazes of

Rodentia is a game in which students attempt to exit

complex mazes in the fewest number of moves. The

difficulty of the task varies according to the size or

complexity of the maze. According to the manual that

accompanies the programme, Mazes of Rodentia calÌs upon

the fo1J-owing skilJ-s to successfulJ-y complete the task:

spatial relations; dírectional-ity; visual memory; rule

application; decision making; examining assumptions,'

guess and revise; use of symbols; using charts and

tables; predicting; labeling; making choices; and risk

taking.

In the Queen Bee of Menta game the student is

required to discover a secret code made up of a four by

four matrix of symbols. According to the manuaL that

9s
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accompanies the programme, Queen Bee of Menta cal-Is

upon the following skills to successfully complete the

task: visual memory.' auditory memory; rule application,'

ídentify attríbutes; decision making; using a model;

Iooking to sequence.' examining assumptions; seeingi

cause and effect; guess and revise; use of symbols;

dividing a problem into less complex parts; using

charts and t.ables,' predicting; IabeJ-ing; making

choices; Iooking for pattern; and risk taking.

Guessing and Thínking (MECC, 1983) is made up of

three games, ttNumber tt , ttBagelstt , and t'HurkIe t' . Number

is a game in which the computer chooses a number within

a given range and the student tries to guess the

number. The computer gives the student clues according

t.o whether their guess is too small or too big.

AccordÍng to t.he Practice in Problem-SoÌving ManuaI

(Kozak et af ., 1987) , Number utilizes the skiÌls:

search for a pattern; work backwards; guess and check;

make a diagram or chart; partition; and check for

hidden assumptions.

BageJ-s is a game in which the computer chooses a

two, threer or four digit number which the student

tries to guess. The computer gives the student hints

according to whether any of the digits they have chosen

are wrong, correct but in the wrong placer or correct

and in the right place. The student is to use the
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clues to guess the number and to develop an optímal

strategy for giuessing t.he number in the fewest number

of attempts. According to the Practice in

Probl-em-Soì-ving Manual (Kozak et âf ., 19B'7) | BageIs

utilizes the skill-s: search for a pattern; work

backwards; guess and check; make a diagram or chart;

partition; and check for hidden assumptíons.

HurkÌe is a game in which a I'Hurkferl hides either

on a number Ìine (0 to 10 horizontal- or verticaf line;

or -5 to +5 vertical line) or a grid (-5 to +5; or 10

by 10 grid) . The student is expected to try to guess

the ]ocation of the Hurkle by following directionaÌ

hints that the computer gives the student after they

have made a guess. The student is to use the cl-ues to

guess the location of the Hurkl-e and develop an optimum

strategy for guessing the location in the fewest number

of attempts. According to the Practice in

Problem-Solving Manual- (Kozak et âf ., 198'7) | Number

utilizes the skil-l-s: search for a pattern; work

backwards; guess and check; make a diagram or chart;

partition; check for hidden assumptíons; and logic.

PuzzJ-e Tanks (Sunburst, 1984), is a game in which

students are expected to fill-, empt.y, and transfer

tanks of material-s to arrive at a specified amount.

Four leve1s of difficulty are included. The score is

kept according to the number of tries it takes to

9'7
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complete the task. According to the Practice in

Probl-em-Solving Manual- (Kozak et â1., 19B7) | Puzzl-e

Tanks utilizes the skills: experiment; work backwards;

guess and check; check for hidden assumptions; and

logic.

Equival-ence of Comparison Groups

Before performing the main data anal-ysis,

preJ-iminary analyses were conducted to assess the

equivalence of the three comparison g:roups on the

control variables of glender, school achievement, memory

and famiJ-iarity with computers. The three groups were

compared by gender (see Table 3) and a singJ-e factor

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedure was performed on

each of the measuremenLs of the remaining control

variables (CTBS, TCSM, and ECI-M).

The results showed a significant effect (F = 7.941

df : 2t 54, p : .0009) for giroups on the achievement

variable as measured by the CTBS (see Tab1e 4) .

Consequently, a further analysis was done usíng the

Student-Newman-Keul-s procedure. The results of this

analysis indicated that the achievement l-evel- of the

Control Group was significantly higher than t.hat of

both the Computer and Pencil and Paper Groups (see

Table 5) .
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Table 3

Crosst.abulation of Gender in Computer (Comp¡, Pencil

Group

Gender P&P ComP Control
(N:24) (N:23) (N:19)

MaIe N
6

Female N
ó

13 11 I4
19 .6 16. 6 2r .2

11 I2
16.6 18.1

5
'7 .5

N 66, Chi-Square 3. 03, df 2, p .22

Note. N : number of subjects; df deqrees of freedom;
p : tignificance.

Table 4

ANOVA Results Comparing Pencil & Paper (P&P), Cprnpuler

Group Means

Variables P&P Comp Control F df P
(N:24¡ (N=23) (N:19)

CTBS Mean 29.20 31.67 59.42 7.94 2,54 .0009
sD 2r .5'7 23 .80 27 . 30

TCSM Mean 13. 17 l-3. 83 14 .58 0.58 2,63 .5627
sD 4.t'7 4.23 4.45

ECI-M Mean 4 .94 3.06 5.36 l- . 13 2 | 63 . 3283
cn â. 11 A 1ñ q ?q

Note. F: p ratio; df = degrees of freedomr'p: F
probability,' SD : standard deviation.
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Table 5

Student-Newman-Keuls Procedure for CTBS by Group

Group
Group PeP Comp Control-

29.20 31 .61 59.42Mean

P&P 29.20
Comp 3l .61
Control 59.42

Note. * Mean differences significantly different at
tile . OS l-evel- .

There were no significant differences in the other

control measures (gender/ memory, and exposure to

computers)

As there was a significant difference between the

Control Group and the two experimental- groups on school-

achievement, and as previous research has indicated

that a person's school achievement can infÌuence their

problem solving ability, it was decided to drop the

Control Group from the remainder of the analysis.

This necessitated a change in the overafl design

and methods of analysis employed in this study. The

design was changed t.o a 2 (groups) by 2 (time) repeated

measures design.

The two experimentaf groups were then compared on

the dependent variables (i . e. , probJ-em solving

measures) to determine whether there were any problem

solving differences between the two giroups before the
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administration of the experimental treatment. T-tests

for independent sampJ-es were conducted on the SPM'

APM-I, TCSA, TCSS, and TCSVR comparing the computer and

pencii- and paper groups. The results indícated that

the computer and pencil and paper groups were

sÍgníficantly different (p < .05) from each other on

the pretest problem solving ability as measured by the

APM-f (see Table 6) . As a result this dependent

measure of visuaf problem solving was dropped from the

main ana-Iysis of the data

Table 6

T - Tests Between Computer (Comp) ald Pe4çil i Jqp-el
;m-

Group VaríabIe Mean SD df p

Comp
P&P

Comp
PEP

Comp
P&P

Comp
P&P

Comp
P&P

SPM

APM_T

TCSA

TCSS

TCSVR

10. B7
L0.29

9.30
8.L7

7.00
7.00

7.74
1.04

6.52
7.00

1.36
1.99

r_.96
r_. 95

1.88
2"L5

r-.91
r-.68

2 .37
2 .30

-1.16

r-.99

0.0

1.33

_.70

0 .25

0.0s

0.99

0.19

0.49

23
24

23
24

23
24

23
24

23
24

45

45

45

45

45

Note. SD : standard deviation; df : degrees of freedom;
t : t ratÍo; p = t probabilitY.
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On the basís of t.he analyses in the equívalency

section, the hypotheses were reformulated as:

Hypothesis 1 :

There is a statistical-Iy sígnificant

difference between the pencil and paper

and computer groups' visual problem

solving scores as measured by the

following dependent measures: (a)

Standard Progressive Matrices test, forms

A and B; (b) Test of Cognitive Skills

Anal-ogies subtest.; and (c) Test of

Cognitive Skills Sequences subt.est, after

teaching and practice.

Hypothesis 2 :

There is a statisticall-y significant

difference between the pencil and paper

and computer groups/ verbal problem

solving scores as measured by the Test of

Cognitive Skill-s Verbal Reasoning subtest,

after teaching and practice.

Hypothesis 3 :

There is a statistically significant

difference between the pencil and paper
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and computer groups' methods of solvÍng

problems as measured by the thinking aloud

protocols, after teaching and practice '
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CHAPTER 4

Resul-t s

r04

To test the study hypotheses, a 2 (group) by z

(time) a repeated measures ANOVA was performed on each

of the dependent varj-abl-es. As the central- hypothesis

of this study was to examj-ne whether there is a greater

improvement in visual and verbal_ problem solving

ability for those receiving computer exercises after
teaching¡ âs opposed to those usingr pencil and paper

exercises after teaching, a significant group by time

interaction wiÌf provide support for the research

hypotheses.

Tabl-es 7 to 9 contain the resul-ts of the analyses

pertaining to hypothesis 1, that: I'There is a

statisticarly significant difference between the penci]-

and paper and computer groups' visual_ problem solving
scores as measured by the f ol_l_owing dependent measures:

(a) Standard Progressive Matrices test, forms A and B,.

(b) Test of Cognitive Skil-1s Anal-ogíes subtest; and (c)

Test of Cognitive Skil-l-s Sequences subtest, after
teaching and practice". As indicated from Tables 7 to
9, the nonsignificant interactions refl_ect that there
is no difference in the improvement in visual problem

solving ability between the group t.hat received

computer exercises and the group receiving pencil and
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paper exercises. Thus the data does not support

hvoothesis í .
L

Table 1

Repeated Measures ANOVA for Standard Progressive
Matrices

Variabl-e df SS MS F

Group 1 4.35 4.35 1.51 .23

Error 45 129.59 2.BB

Time 1 .09 .09 .03 .86

Group by
Time 1 .51 .51 .18 .61

Error 45 I21 .89 2.84

Note. df degrees of freedom; SS sum of squares; MS
: mean of squares; F : F vafue; p : significance of F
vaIue.
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TabÌe B

Repeated Measures ANOVA Values for Test of Cognitive
Skills Sequences Subtest

Variable df SS MS F p

Group L 2r.49 2r .49 4 .24 . 05

Error 45 221.91 5.06

Time 1 15.96 15.96 6.43 .02

Group by
Time 1 1 .58 1.58 . 63 .43

Error 45 1II .14 2 . 48

Note. df degrees of freedom,' SS sum of squares; MS
: mean of squares; F : F val-ue; p: significance of F
value.

Tabl-e 9

Repeated Measures ANOVA Val-ues for Test of Cognitive
Skill-s Analogies Subtest

Variable df SS MS F p

Group r .31 .31_ .08 .16

Error 45 L61 .1,2 3.71

Time 1 3.11 3.11 .86 .36

Group by
Time 1 .31 .31 .08 .11

Error 45 1-63 .I2 3.62

Not,e. df : degrees of freedom,' SS sum of squares; MS: n¡ean of sguares; F = F valuer'p: significânce of F
val-ue.
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Table 10 contains t.he results of the analysis
pertainíng to hypothesis2r that: "There is a

statistícaì-1y significant difference between the

computer and pencil and paper groups/ verbal problem

solving scores as measured by the Test of Cognitive
SkilIs Verbal- Reasoning subtest after teaching and

practice". The presences of a significant Group by

Time interact.ion supports this hypothesis. Indeed, a

closer examinatíon of t.he resuÌts of the TCSVR subtest
indicate that the computer groups' mean score increased

f rom 6.52 on t.he pretest to 7.13 on the posttest,

whereas the pencÍl and paper groups, mean score

decreased from 7.0 on the pretest to 6.13 on the
posttest (see figure 5) .

Tabl-e 10

Repeated Measures ANovA Values for Test of cognitive

Variable MS pFSSdf

Group

Error
'l'r-me

Group by
Time

Error

1.

324.

L2 .93

132.0s

1

45

1

1_

45

64

7I

23r_.63

t .22

.42

63

92

42

04I2

2

.r4

4 .4r93

93

Note. df
: nrean of
val-ue.

: degrees of
squares; F

freedom; SS
F value; p

sum of squares; MS
significance of F
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and paper and computer groups' methods of soJ-ving

problems as measured by the thinkíng aloud protocols

after teaching and practice" was untestable.
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CHAPTER 5

Discussion and ImpJ-ications

It is important to not.e that this study design is

quasj--experimental and consequently has notable

Iimitations (Cook & Campbell, 1979) . One of the

l-imitations involves the nonrandom sample sel-ection.

fn order to conduct this study it \^ras necessary to find

a sufficiently J-arge sample of adolescent subjects who

\¡rere invol-ved in a problem solving curriculum which

incl-uded an opportunity for the usage of both problem

solving software and pencil and paper practice

exercises. As a result naturaJ-Iy occurring classes,

meeting these conditions, were used. The consequences

of using natural-Iy occurring cJ-asses as the subjects of

this study did not all-ow the random assignment of

subjects to t.he treatment groups. These classes were

not formed in any random manner. In fact, the sample

groups may have come together either to avoid a subject
(French) or because of the studentts interest in

computers. As a result of this nonrandom

determination, subject characteristic differences were

found between the groups. The control group vlas found

to be significantJ-y dÍfferent from the two experimental_

groups on their school- achievement as measured by the

Canadian Test of Basic Ski1ls. Without a control group
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for comparison all the hypotheses had to be modified to

compare onJ-y the two experimental groups.

Consequently, the resul-ts of this study wíll be

restricted.

There was no significant difference between the

experimental giroups on the remaínder of the control

variabfes (age, genderr exposure to computers, and

memory) once the control- group was dropped and the

experimental groups were compared for school

achievement on the CTBS, there were no significant

dÍfferences found. As a resuft, the two experimental

groups appeared to be similar on the sub¡ect

characteristic variabfes which research has indicated

coul-d inffuence the effects of learning with a

computer.

Another l_imitation in this study is the resuft of

possíbl_e task environment differences between the

groups. The two teachers in the study were not blind to

the treatmenL conditions. If the teachers had any

biases to the treatment groupsr oI methods, t.hey could

have ínfl-uenced the task environment characteristics

and, as a result, the outcomes.

The resufts on the visual problem solving measures

are ínconclusive because of the lack of equívalence of

the two experimental groups on the pretest APM-I scores

and the non-signíficant pre- to posttest results on the
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SPM, TCSA and TCSS scores. Based on research that

indicat.es that a wide variety of computer skills rely

heavily on visual abilit.y (Ferguson, I911; Gagnon,

1985; GreenfieJ-d, 19B'7; Snow, 1980), this result was

unexpecled in this study. Bosma (1984), in a study

which used grade five students, and a simiÌar design,

also did not find a significant difference in visual-

problem solving skills using the TCSA and TCSS,

although she al-so expected to find an improvement in

these skill-s.

Research on videogames indicates that pJ-aying these

types of games improves visual spatial skills. For

example, Ball (1978) claims that videogames can teach:

eye-hand coordination, decision making, following

directions, and numerical and word recognition skiÌIs.

Bl-akeman (L982) suggests that. it. ís the learning,

discussion and applying of strategic skiIIs in

videogames that exercises cognitive and visual- skiIIs.

Lowery and Knirk (1982-1-983) speculate that playing

video games may develop greater visual-spatial and

eye-hand coordination ski11s. Gagnon (1985) found that

five hours of pJ-ay on computer videogrames did not

improve the visual-spatial skil-l-s of alI her subjects,

but did improve the visual-spatial skil-ls of

unexperienced and female players (as measured by pencil

and paper tests of visual spatial abÍIities) .
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Greenf ield ( 1987 ) hypothesized (based on Sol_omon , Ig-t g)

that the spatial integratíon skills devel_oped in
viewÍng tei-evision (i.e. being able to construct a

three dimensional space from a two dimensional figure),
are al-so required in playing maze-like videog.ames.

As the computer programmes (task characterístics)
used in this study were thought to be simitar in type
to the games used in the Gagnon (1985) and Greenfiel-d
studies, similar improvements in visuaJ- probrem soj_ving

were expected, but not found. Bosma (1984) suggested

that one of the reasons she failed to find a

significant improvement in visual_ problem solvíng
skills in her study was because the task
characteristics of the software may have been different
than the task characteristics of the visuar problem

solving measures. Tf the software task characteristics
are not the same as the task characteristícs of the
visuai- probrem sorving measures, it is not surprising
that no change in the visuaÌ problem solving skill_s was

found. Had the thinking aloud protocors been usabl_e in
the present study they would have provided a method by

whích the task characteristics of the software and the
measures coul-d have been compared to determine if the
problem solving processes called upon were simil-ar.

Another possible explanation for the 1ack of
expected results for visual probrem sorving skilLs may
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be a result of the processes required of the subjects

using these particular computer programmes ' The

particular computer programmes used in this study may

be different in some significant way (i.e., have

different task characteristics) from other types of

programmes or games which previous research has found

to enhance visual skil-l-s. It has been f ound that when

given enough time, subjects tend to use a non-spatial,

verbal- approach to solve tasks (Lohmant 1-9'79) ' The

research that found vídeogames improved visuaf problem

solving skiIJ-s, utilized videogames which required

fast-paced responses. The computer programmes used in

this research al_lowed unl-imited time to solve the

tasks. Therefore, these "spatial-" games may have

emphasized more verbal- reasoning' skill-s than visual' A

protocol analysis of "fast-paced" computer games vs '

those which allow unlimit.ed time would hel-p determine

whether the software used in this study emphasized

"verbal-" or "visual" problem solving.

Lohman's (1979) research on problem sol-ving has

implications for our understanding of the concept of

"problem solving software" in this study. Problem

soJ-ving software programmes may not be comparabfe

because of the different task demands they place on the

subjects using them. As índicated above, it is

possible that other factors, such as the tíme allowed
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to respond to the problem (task), may determine whether

a "visual-" or "verbal'r process is used in the attempted

solucion. Conseguently, research which attempts to

examine the effectiveness of problem solving software

in improving problem solving skiIIs shoul-d carefuJ-ly

examine the task characteristics of the software. As

indicated above, a prot.ocol analysis of the processes

used while using this type of software coul-d possibly

give us some data on the task characteristics of the

software. Problem solving processes are ímportant in

determining the outcomes of this type of research.

Only looking at the outcomes of probJ-em solving

behaviour may only confound these issues.

The lack of improvement ín visual problem solving

ability may be due to other measurement factors. One

factor may be related to the type and sensitivity of

the measures used in this study. Verbal analogies have

been studied with some success by GoJ-dman, PeIIigrino,

Parseghian, & Sal-Iis (1,982) | Pel-Iigrino & Gl-aser

(1980), Sternberg (L971) , Sternberg & Nigro (1980),

Sternberg & Rifkin (1919)t etc., as a method of

understanding problem solving skills. Based on this

research it is plausible to suggest that visual-

analogies may also be a successful- method of studying

visual- problem solving. Had the APM-I visual- problem
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solving measure been usable it may have been sensítive

to the visual processes required by the soflware.

Another factor for the lack of improvement in the

visual problem solving ski]J-s may be a result of the

nonrandomization of the subjects of this study' As

mentj-oned above, Gagnon (1985) found that the

videogames improved the visual-spatial skiIIs of

unexperienced and female subjects in her study '

Research by Greenfield & Lauber (cited in Greenfield,

IgB'l) found similar results in that there was a

significant difference in the development' of

"scientific-technical- thinking" for novices after

playing a videogame, but not for experienced players '

Although the comparison of the control variables of

gender and exposure to computers showed no significant

differences between the two experimentat groups, there

may have been other unknown subject characteristic

differences between the groups whích affected the

results. Further research is necessary to determine

whether other factors may influence the results of this

type of studY.

Another reason for the inability of the sPM, TcsA

and TCSS to show improvement in visual problem solving

skills may be due to the task characteristics of these

measures, i.e., what these tests may actually measure.

A study by zimowski & wothke (1987) analyzed several-
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"spatial" reasoning tasks and found that all the tests

required visual processing, but not alI measured an

abílity that was relatively distinct from verbal

skíl-l-s. One of the spatial reasoning tasks which they

analyzed was the Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM)

test (Raven, 1983) . In their analysis they found the

APM to have a high loading in the "nonanalogrr (verbal

reasoning) component. Consequently, the fail-ure of

obtaining the expected visual results may be due to the

possibility that these subtests are not "pure" measures

of visual- reasoning skills. A comparison of the

processes used by the subjects (as measured by the

thinking aloud protocoJ-) when completj-ng the subtesLs

and when working at the computer could potentially have

shed some light on this issue. However, since this

data was not usable, this comparison coul-d not be made.

Bosma (1984) suggested t.hat one possibÌe

explanation for her l-ack of expected visual problem

solving resul-ts may have been due to the fact that the

instruction and practice were used in a "stand-al-one"

fashion. She suggested that if the study had been a

part of a larger and J-onger prograÍune in problem

solving, she may have found an improvement in visual

probJ-em solving ski}Is. AJ-though the current research

attempted to avoíd thís problem by using a more

complete instructional progralnme, ít still may have
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been too short of an instructionaÌ period to develop

significant results. Pogrow (1987) suggested that it

took two years, utilizing hís curriculum, to make many

of the problem solving skills of the subjects

"automatic" in his research. The time spent on the

instructionat and practice for visual problem solving

in the current study also may have been too short to

develop these skills adequately.

The second area researched attempts Lo measure the

verbal- problem solving ability of the subjects as

denoted by hypothesis 2. The TCSVR resufts indicate

that the teaching of problem solving skills (Logic,

Account for Alt Possibilities, and Guessing and Check)

using the PIPS curricuJ-um, in addition to practice witn

the appropriate computer soft.ware (Mind Puzzles,

Guessing and Thinking, and Puzzl-e Tanks) significantly

improved the verbaf problem soJ-ving skill-s of the

subjects in this study as compared to the students who

receíved the same trainíng, but used the pencíl and

paper exercises. The signif icant result.s hrere a group

by time interaction effect, or in other words, the

comput.er software group showed a signíficant increase

in their visual problem solving skills (as measured by

the the TCSVR) from the pret,est to the posttest as

compared to the pencil and paper group.
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Some support for these findings, that some computer

software increases verbal problem solving ski1ls, was

found in the review of the literature. Bass & Perkins

(1984) found that using seven commercialJ-y availabl-e

programmes with grade seven students resulted in

significant improvement in verbal analogies and

inductive/deductive skil-ls. As described in t.he revÍew

of the literature, the results from the Bass & Perkins

(1984) study musL be viewed with caution because of the

poor design and the unavailability of the study.

One possible explanation for the increase in the

verbal- problem solving skilIs may be due to the task

environment characteristic, group work, at the

computer. Group work at a comput.er has been found to

be a superj-or method of learning compared to individual

work (Berkowit z & Szabo , 1,97 9; Cox, 1980; FIetcher,

1985; Hawkins, Homolsky, & Heide, 1-9B4; Trowbridge,

1,987; and Webb, 1-984). Since the subjects verbal-ize

their thoughts so frequently while working at the

computer, it is not unreasonable to conclude there was

a qain of verbal reasoning skílls as a result of this

verbal interaction between the subjects (Mayer et â1. ,

1987) . In other words, the task environment created by

the group work may have presented an opportunity for

the subjects who were more proficient at problem

solving to models these skills for those who had less
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welÌ devef oped skill-s. This opportunity for modelJ-ing

may have encouraged greater skill- devel-opment, and thus

higher scores on the TCSVR. Further research is

necessary to help determine whether comparable results

could be obtained in individual, as well- as group

circumstances.

In t.he current study some of the subjects were

encouraged to verbal-ize what they were doing while

working on the computer and pencil and paper exercíses

to provide thínking aloud protocols. Thís approach

helps make impJ-icit t.hought processes explicít, and

hence, focuses the subjects' attention on the

metacoginitive processes of problem solving (Bransford

et âI., 1986). In this situation the metacognitive

processes of problem soÌving become verbal-ized, and

availabl-e to aÌl- the members of the group during the

attempt to solve the problem. Sternberg (1919t

September) suggests that these metacognitive components

may the most important of the processes people use in

problem solving. These higher order metacognitive

skil-ls are the executj-ve skills which are used to plan,

monitor and evaluate one' s task performance (Kolligian

ç Sternb€rg, 1987) . Although the instructions to

"think aloud" shoul-d have had the same effect on both

experimental groups, it may have had a greater impact

on the computer softhrare group because of the nature of
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the interaction with the computer programme. The

metacognit.ive processes may interact with some of the

task characteristics of the computer software such as

being able to receive instant feedback on some of the

l-ower l-evel components used during the attempts to

sol-ve the problem. As the subjects "planned" what they

were going to do they would be able to "monitor" and

'teval-uate'r their responses because they would be able

to determine the impact of their actions via the

software's feedback on the computer screen. Pencil- and

paper tasks woul-d not provide this type of feedback and

therefore may not reinforce the appropriate

metacognitive skills.

The increase in the verbal problem solving skill-s

couLd also be a resul-t of an interaction effect between

the visual- and verbal nature of working at the

computer. The task environment (working in groups)

combined with the task characterist.ics (visual

presentation of the problem via the computer software)

brought about two different processes (visual- and

verbal-) which may have increased the verbal problem

solving skills of the subjects in this treatment

condition. Tn the computer software group the subjects

may have learned from what the other group members did,

as well as from what they said (Webb, 1984) . This type

of learning situation utilizes two channels of input
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(visual- and auditory), âs wel-I as the explicit

metacognitive processes, to solve the task. Further

research is necessary to determíne the relative

importance of each of these modes of learning, and

theír interaction, which may have contributed t.o the

increase in verbal probl-em solving '

Another possibJ-e explanation for the increase in

verbal_ problem solving skilts may be due to the higher

interest level in using computer programmes vs. pencil

and paper exercises. Using the computer can be a

highly mot.ivating experience for students (Bates &

TrumbulJ-, lgTl; Mal-one, I9B4; and Cox, 1980),

especiaJ-ly in learning problem sol-ving (stearns/ 1986) .

The subjects in this study may have had higher

incentives to complete the computer tasks than the

pencil and paper group which resulted in the íncrease

in the verbal probl-em soJ-ving ski]Is. This conclusíon

appears to be supported by the fact that the computer

groups' mean score increased from 6.5 on the pretest to

7 "l on the posttest, whereas the pencil and paper

groups' mean score decreased from 7.0 on the pretest to

6.1 on the posttest. It is not clear as to why the

pencil- and papers scores on the TcsvR dropped on t.he

posttest. Although this drop is not statistically

sígnificant, it may be an indication of the difference

in the motivational levefs of the two groups'
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Previous research by Greenfield & Lauber (cited in

Greenfield, L981) and Gagnon (1985) indicated that the

use of probJ-em solving soft.ware may create a greater

change in the level- of probl-em solving abilit'y for

novice/f emaf e users (i. e. l-ow f amiJ-iarity) than f or

experienced/maIe users ( i. e. high familiarity) . It was

not clear from the above-noted research whether these

findings ímply a real difference for female vs. male

sub jects, âs afmost al-I the novice users hlere female,

and the expert users were male. The current research

afso found that almost all of the students who had high

exposure to computers were male, and those with low

exposure to computers r¡/ere femafe. This study compared

gender and familiarity with computers between the two

experimental groups and found there was no significant

differences on these variabfes. The subject

characteristics of gender and familiarity may have

interacted with the task characteristics of the

software and pencil and paper exercises in Some unknown

way to create an increase in the verbal problem solving

skills of the subjects in the computer group. Further

research woul-d be necessary to determine whether the

gender/familiarity factors, found by Greenfield &

Lauber (cited in Greenfield, 1'987) and Gagnon (1985) on

computer tasks, have a similar effect upon non-computer

tasks.
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The remaining dependent variable (thinking aloud

protocoÌs) \¡¡as included in this study to provide

qualitative data to examine the processes used by the

subjects whíIe using the computer and pencil and paper

exercises. The thinking al-oud protocols for the

computer group coul-d not be used because of the

electrical interference caused by the computer monitor

andthecomputer'scentralprocessingiunitonthetape

recorder.Thisinterferencemadetheaudj-orecording

ofthesubject/sverbalízatíonsunintetligible'

ConsequentJ-y, Lhe thinking aloud protocol-s coufd not be

used to determine the processes used by the subjects in

solving the computer problems and to analyze the

processes used by the developers of the software '

Al.thoughthethinkingaloudprotocolsfromt.hepencil

and paper group vüere usable, they were of lirnited value

withoutthecomputergroups'protocolsforcomparison.

Thelossofthisdatawasasignificantproblemin

this research. These recordings woul-d have provided

qualitativedatafromwhichthetwogroupscouldhave

beencompared.Theextenttowhichthegroupsuti].ized

verbal- vs. visual processes would have al-Iowed much

clearer resufts to be developed from this study ' Thís

data could have also been used to examíne whether there

vrere any differences in the processes used by the

computer software vs. the processes reguíred by the
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measures. Some reasons for the drop in TCSVR scores

for the penciJ- and paper group could have possibly been

determined from this data as wefl-.

Despíte these Iimitations it is believed that this

study represents an exploratory field study in an area

where so little research exists. As outÌined earlier,

the expectations, effort, and cost of using this

software in schools is quite high. Every opportunity

must be made to provide some data about íts

ef fect.iveness. The dif f icul-ty of f indíng a cl-assroom

situation which lends itself to this particul-ar

investigation has to be taken into consideration.

As this research was designed to provide an

examination of a programme to teach problem solving to

adolescents in a natural classroom settingi' it has

implicat.ions for curriculum development. The teaching

of problem solving skills to students is recognized as

a very important aim of any educational- system.

Research has indicated that good probJ-em soJ-ving skil-l-s

can assist the student in both academic and

social/personal endeavors throughout. their lives. Many

educational systems and associations believe that the

teaching of problem solving skiLts should be

incorporated into al-I aspects of the curricul-um.

Should a school wish to teach a problem solving

curriculum and use computers and problem solving
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software as an adjunct to the teaching materíals,

caution shoul-d be exercised. This researchr âs wel-l- as

the research already described, does l-end some support

to its use in the classroom. Based on t.he results of

this study, it woul-d appear that there are some

possible ways of increasing the effectiveness of

probJ-em solving software to teach verbal- problem

solving skiIIs. I¡rlhen used in a cl-assroom setting this

software shoul-d be used in small groups, over an

extended period of time, and with the adol-escents

instructed to talk about what they are doing within the

group. Some research has indicated that females, and

those with limited experience with the computer¡ ffiâV

make the largest gains when using this software. It

seems that if gains are to be made in both visual- and

verbal- problem solving skiJ-J-s, software utiÌizing both

fast-paced tasks as well as progtraÍìmes which al-Iow

unlimited time to compJ-ete the tasks, are required.
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Suggestions for Furt,her Study

This study has raised more quest.ions than it has

answered. Although this study provides some support to

the belief that problem solving software can be an

effective tool to teach adolescents verbal problem

solving skiIIs, there are many limitatíons with the

results. A replicat.ion of this study, in which some of

these limitaLions were adequately dealt with, shoul-d be

the inÍtial research conducted.

More care in selecting potential sub jects shoul-d be

exercised in any attempt to repJ-icate this study. fn

this particular situation there were only the three

cl-asses to draw subjects from for the experímental and

control conditions. Had the three groups been

comparable there would be greater confidence ín the

findings.

Finding a suitable and comparable curricuJ-um, which

incorporates the teaching of problem solving skills and

the use of similar problem solving soft.ware and pencil

and paper exercises, would be the largest difficulty to

overcome in any attempts to replicate this study.

Another problem, in this research, was finding an

effective method of collecting the thinking aloud

protocols. The absence of this data limited the

conclusions which could be made based on this research.
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Relying only on the outcomes of problem solving

activity provides very Iittl-e opportunity to examine

some of the potential reasons for the results obtained.

It is strongly sugqested that any research which

attempts to examine problem solving skiIIs shouÌd

attempt to measuref in some wâYr the cognitive

processes involved in the problem solving activity. rn

the present study the use of lapel microphones woul-d

have improved the quality of the audío recording and

J-ikeIy would have eliminated the eÌectrical

interference caused by the computer and video display

terminal-. The el-ectrical interference could have also

been prevented by providing some form of shieJ-ding

between the video display terminal and the tape

recorder. A video recording would have added

additÍonal information as to the nature of the

ínteraction of the students while working on the

practice exercises and would be recommended in future

studíes.

Future research should attempt to find a visual and

verbal- problem solving measures which could be used

effectively in a pre post-experimental design. It is

not clear from the current study whether the l-ack of a

measured increase in visual problem solving was a

result of the treatment conditions or the dependent

measures inability to demonstrate the changes. A
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cognitive processes protocol- task analysis of the

measures and the task characteristics of t.he computer

software and pencij- and paper groups would help

determine if t.hey appeared to cal-l upon similar

processes. This type of analysis prior to the

conducting of a comparabJ-e study would likely increase

the validity of the resuÌts.

Anot.her problem to be overcome would be ensuring

that the teachers who were teaching the probJ-em solving

curricul-um were blind to the t.reatment conditions. The

results of this study could have been affected if the

teachers had any biases towards computers.

Having a broader base of subjects and classroom

conditions would have made it much simpJ-er to set up a

situation in which t.he teachers would have not needed

to know t.he expected outcomes of the study.

Further research issues have been raised by the

findings of this study. Previous research has

indicated that fast-paced software appears to develop

visual--spatial skills. Research comparing visual- and

verbal problem solving skill development for fast-

versus slow-paced exercises on the computer may provide

valuable information on using this type of software.

If fast-paced games develop visual problem soJ-ving

skills and slow-paced develop verbal problem solving
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skilIs there would be obvious instructional

impJ-ications.

130

The effects on the development of verbal problem

solvÍng skiIIs for group versus individual work at t.he

computer woul-d also be an area for future research.

This area of research would help to determine whet.her

it was the software, the verbal interaction of t.he

students, or an interaction between the two that l-ed to

an increase ín verbal problem solvíng.

Another issue raised by this study ís the relative

importance of the interaction between the visual and

verbal- modes of learning. One possibJ-e explanation for

the verbaÌ probJ-em soJ-vingr f indings in thís study is

the interaction between t.he visual- nature of the

computer exercises and the verbal interaction of the

students whiÌe workj-ng at the computer. fn using

fast-paced software it would more be difficult for the

group to engage ín discussion while using the software.

A research design which incorporated fast- versus

slow-paced software and group versus individual work at

the computer coul-d shed some líght on this potential

interaction effect.

This area requires extensive research to determine

the effectiveness of problem solving software as means

of increasing probi-em solving skills for students. The

influence and interaction of factors, such as the task
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environment and the task and subject

on the use of problem solving softwa

questions which need to be addressed

decisions can be made to support its
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characteri st i cs,

re are important

before further

use in education
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APPENDIX A

Taxonomy of Problem Solving SkiIIs (Rowe/ 1985)

Descript ion Code

1) First Reading 111

2) Rereadi-ng II2

3) Chunk/Summarize 11-3+117

4) Ref. to text/Scan/check 114+115+

Attempts to understand 116

5) Ident. of problem or part L2I-I23

from given info.

6) Negative 130

1) Plan/Hypothesis 2LI

8) Trial & Error 21,2+2L3+2L6

9) Compare & Relate, Review 214+21"8

former trials
1-0) Continuing activity 2L5

11) Calculate/Detail 219

12) Reasoning 221-225

L3) Self -invol-ved 311-314

I|),Justification 315

L5) Emotional reaction 32L-324

L6) Judgment. /VerLfication 4IL-423

!7, Pause 500

L8) Memory related 600
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APPENDIX B

Practice in Probl-em Solving SkiIIs

1) Search for a Pattern

2) Classify Information

3) Account for aII Possibil-ities

4) Experiment

5) Guess and Check

6) Work Backwards

1) Make a Diagram or GraPh

B) Write an Open Sentence or Use a Formul-a

9) Partition

10) Solve a Simple Pattern

11) Check for Hidden AssumPtions

12) Logic
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APPENDIX C

Exposure to Comput.ers fndex - Modified

Pl-ease answer aIl of the following questions:

1-) f have used a computer in school- (excluding this

c]-ass ) .

YES or NO

If you answered YES to question 1 then:

ApproximateJ-y how many hours per week do you use a

computer at schooÌ?

hours /week

Of the time spent using a computer ín schoof

indicate the percentage of time you spend using

the f oll-owing types of software:

(if you do not use this software enter a rr0rr)

Application software

(egs. word processing, or data base,

or spreadsheets)

Adventure games

Arcade type games

Educat ional games/programmes
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2) I have access to a computer at home '

YES or NO

If you answered YES to question 2

Approximately how many hours per week do you use a

computer at home?

hours /week

Of the time spent using a computer at home

indicate the percentage of time you spend using

t.he fol-l-owing types of software:

(if you do not use this software enter a 'tOrr)

Application software

(egs. word processing, or data base'

or spreadsheets)

Adventure games

Arcade type games

Educat ional- games/Programmes
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3) f have written computer progirammes'

YES or NO

If you answered YES to question 3

Approximately how many hours per week do you spend

writinq computer Progrrammes?

hours/week




